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WEEKLY KENT CKY NEW ERA..
ONZ DOLLAR A TZAR. HO! Has VILLE, OHRIEITLOT COUNTY ILENTVO
SORRY- NOW
They Did Not Ito To Ha-
waii.
Tise Islands A Regular
Paradise For Colored
People.
limb favorable reports are esentes
Met bee the masa who have gene
the Basrallan Weeds to work on the
plimestnas that moss of the Christian
*one, sawed people Into had agreed
ge a few weeks ago with Mr. A. &
Trish% bet as the lase moment moiled
see ore sorry now tOas they remained
• hem.
As Interview.
Se se laiiervuriv. Mr. R. O. Been, of
"atiLaraveling-pemmeger semi ofPosillib
)4F1116 Mani are a penalties for the
MIR
'Oho pioneers want iatelligent labor
Isratek taw families being tat-
' ilhaneshere with nom. fuel and water
alit goes physioiaas sad will build ohm-
elistand scoot& to enooarage than,
/limy wane farm hands, however me
• milsodered people who have epees their
ssM the4Mes. Whole
ledpieleare empieginsint, ema to boys
Vileitletsis tsars ea. They have Mort
'101100.
splendid olimase permits work
alliermite sad serous realty' $1? to
We • menth, with a home. fuss and we-
tly tormakill Use"
Ffsis Matiews. Wei/aka. in ilia-
Miming shit istredneskon of negro labor,
eften:
"The isteredastien of negro labor on
Ms bland offers a possible solatiou is
the or troubles. Bat good pediment
UMW be amd to wheaser. They amid
Napa* Omegas in hashed bees bite as
lialtelid every plaeseelos which owe
AMBRABenle Mee mean the services of
*vie man bent theliouth who knows
Old undessismis sigma and leave
lieltiatmegamme largely in his hands
ittair aro meta be handled as an Ohl-
tinesmd Jememe. sad any manager
eitinee net remain wish than will not
bights to gee the host results from
Shea It must he remembored that
WNW sire American eddissoe. and are
BrOilies with the higher tense of drib-
Ilbes. If they dad it all right here
=ghee la le be feared is a stem-bees oleos of them will mem
dienM to the islands."
Mad Aspect.
TbkOssemenial Adviseate of Honoln-
dleilligep the sentinel Were of
dirtheestedlue nempea says:
"TinbmpeetaiNe of escrow which
.10 lb* abase a Msg. see* will have
'Irgesimpbohni besslieenS aim upon the
11111111saitthe Magda The mere le
sesteally and slams imeleabby a Re-
paittemeepamimMaReseit hie itoogelmk-
eaMmt has bees se hog repromed Mat
is lossegy, when gimma wig and roota,
110.111mBliNtiffitned engem The ohm-
Atm shot Wpm mos of the negro..
Onesee the flawatiaa Republiaus Slab-- will smell aboulder to shoulder
SIM& whhe leaden lash. polittoal
• • gedUirdi te Ibsen veto* is •
-16111hpdiesiseleser in view of She fags
)011110be Mem pony is gradually but
lp aboorMag eta viola *Stye ele-
1011111111.“ .81-•
•
, dodge Illeberlsem, Miter of Um Most
an ininstrieer peblieked in
:11111Meihni. Ws, Meng Mbar Wage:
• 61 believe thele the awe w111 be
additises Mira Hs is the Japanese's so-
et every mins tamps m the lot-
,55 Melly to shirk Tbst nemo we-
Antertsan. sad desist.., of Ma-
' eosins freer She whim maa's mendpoins
• ; le the mash he is sties a mac of nape-
, dise maid 554mersle. We ina.s gee a
-geed aims here and aims avoid the ill-
"Thai sb.negroiadsfor cork sere
• and that the clumase will not weaker!
lila In certain. Is is sever as hot here
Me la the cornitelds of Teener.' and
Georgia. the oomoneekls of Mississippi
or eh* mashrskse of Louisiana. They
will adapt themselves to the work in s
shore Masa It the nein kind of negrots




• Rev J. L. Wyatt, of Inlaid. IIL, has
• aseepseis a call to the Oumbeeland Prop-
. iperetess alien& of this atty. The church
Ali ham Molests pastor elan Dr.
Maoism& Mr, Wyatt hes prowls-
MINN this etly remedy and made a good
.11111gmesioa on all who beard flies. He
lama able divine, and the church ii for-
esees. in seminar hie servioss.
CLARKSVILLE ENTERTAINMENT.
_
- ?be ladies of Oleritsvill• have under-
taken the missmasseitra of Su Arthur
.711Filbvsies bessetal opera Psalters, tt,
be given abate Karon 21. The member
-at NM Forbes Einem*, dedre to steno
tierMetraphis reunion In uniform t ad
illinhentortaimmenti will be for the i an.
P e-
reof purchasing gray uniforms fee
, liddlees.
Mr 
Ztatite weakenss sad prorivation fol-. mina there le stashing so effect-
Merle Ole Wham Oeogli Uwe. Tale
Illeepitradlit Is highly endorsed m as
remedy for all theme and
/111.41reehles sad be early use prevent.




,r News has reached this pity that
t Peace" Max J. Mayon
ot Miss Friday on Olinthus as
tbe New Orleans rams. The w.
his winnings is nos ;known, but
aid Shia he made the Hot Springs
leek like els Mohler iiespen
firs bs khebeelt.




Oialry. Ky., Feb. 15, 1101.
Now Za• :
Apropos of tbe death of A. G. Om-
maok and the two asecdoese of kis ear-
issue of Feb. 8th, is a
' which happened to kin:
t. a his father's farm near
Ibis going trasebool is Dtok
Gus ftraisisor and "Ad" Cesimasok
were on their way to school together
one inceniag, riding along the road
lima% frau the Erradshaw road meow
seentry by the Roberta ham to the
Merriment. pike. when they caught
Agra of a small animal swiftly Tannins
across the road, finally disappearing in
a cavity la the base of a small bellow
tree near iii road. "Uucle" Gus spoke
quietly sayiug, -Ad, what was truer
Ad rootlet, -I do not know, I did DM
d 65 a rood kook at is, bat I am going to
And mat whet the d-o thing is." So
Ad dissaosatied and going et the bellow
mos peneed Ms hated and arm into she
...levity to °Mob the varmint It happen
ed iamb that the varmint eanglit Ad.
for, with • profn.iou of expletive., not
exactly salted for ear. polite, Ad drew
Ma hand from the tree with • fine, tarot
ground hoe sightly clinching halogen.
loosibly is was "ground hog day," bu.
as any raki, Ad bad a muohly bitten
hand, the posed hog escaped and tbe
air WY blue in that noes of woods for
two weeks afterwards, and even that
was see all, for on account of various
reasons ;Ad weld not nand school that
My. He was bound to go book home,
and it Is very doubtful if his (moms for
ettwoos next day saved him from a hog •
ging, for Dick Durrett was known far
and wide for his prompt aad energesto
stminiserations of the hickory on
all weasioss•
&II three of thew good old men have
*tad she innumerable caravan which
mores, but I tome if there is any meet-.
sag and Making of hands in that greet
homed of which we bear so much, yet
know so little, that Uncle Gus will say,
-'4Loi, do you remember the time tier
ground hog caught you?" and Ad will
say, "Yes. Gus. and I bear the mark
of his Moth on my fingers .vin ante
this day."
Old Hennessey.
DEATH OF MRS. HARVEY.
victim Of Bright's Disease--Remeles
Takes To Madisonville.
Sian Meader. daily
Allte Haney, the estimable
melba of Mr John L. Harvey, cushier
as tie Illinois Central °Moe in this city,
died this morning at bee home on Fif-
teenth street, after a protracted illness.
Bright's disease was the cause of death.
Site was sixty-one yean of age.
The remains will be taken tosight to
Madisoarible, her olu home, where the
funeral will beheld tomorrow.
During her Tandems in Bookinsvill•
Mrs. Harvey bad made many warm




Has A Strong Hope,
(Special tallow Era]
LONDON. Feb. I& -The Pall Mall
nape*e hes an iseurview with Mx.
Kruger, in which he say.:
"Will no one arbierst? Will no one
gtve us a (Canoe of defendiag °smile's?
We nny have dem wrongly; we have
ear fan* and our weaknesses. Ws de-
ceased war, but our hands were Ionic,
and we eaa prate it. Gel some one to
judge between this Eneland and our-
selves.
"But the Lord will bap as in fiend.
We *ball win I do not know how or
when, bat we shall wta at lase."
When asked why he came to Na-
mpo. be said so the Interviewer:
"I could not go ous with the com-
mandoes, se Mr. Ilsey n ran , I am to




IN LS YIP Fifa 'IMO
MRS. NATION AT
IT AGAIN
(Spatial So New Era
TOPEKA, Kas , Feb. l& -Yesterday
tro Carrie Natal led sormete against
JAMs in this city.
It wee perste-fluted in by 500 men and
Cornea.
The mob mashed a joint and de
oroyed a large lot of liquors and bar
fixtures at a ooal storage plant.
Mre. Nation was arrested four times
.nd spent several boon in jail.
After being released nu bon& she an
flounced that she would lead another
crusade today.
Keep Coughing
Only keep it up long enough
and you will succeed in reduc-
ing your weight, losing your
appetite, bringing on a slow
fever, and making everything
exactly right for the germs of
consumption. Stop coughing




cures coughs. An ordinary
cough disappears in a single
night. The racking coughs of
bronchitis soon quiet down.
And even the coughs of con-
sumption are either completely
checked or greatly lessened.
Three sixes: 25c.. Sec. SUS.
It year entracte cement amyly you, wom as awe
&altar sae we Will *woo w largo bottle te yea..
all pre(014. is sere amil Vire as Apr









Mr. John Lewis, of Elinor'. died
Wednesday Wahl. Be had been suffer
lag with grip and was taken with a
severe oath and died in a short while
He had been a prominent grocer'
merchant bat retired from Mutinies
about a year ago. He was about 7u
.an old and a faithful member of the
Bai list *web.
BODY STILL MISSING.
The search for the body of the tat
I mien Smith, who was drowned Ian
dasarday eight while duck Minting OD
Et- d &test, contiunes daily without r-
eale Every effort has been made bt
the Odd Fellows and other friends in
Olarkavtlle to And the body. The river
nes been dynamited and dragged, the
becks have been searched and the snag
on which the boat stuck has been raised
by means of block and tackle yes no
tremor the body has been found except
the ear muffs he wore.
DIED AT NEBO.
Mr. Meek Oorbin died Wednesday at
his home near Nebo. Rev. Currie, of
Earlination, preached the feneral yester-
day morning at *levee o'clock Is wee
a prosperous farmer, and leaves a wife
and seven children.
DEATH AT GUTHRIE
Mr. Leonard P Jackson died Wed-
nesday afternoos as II o'clock at (lath-
tie. • °oiliest'. *ill caused his
death.
He was thirty-eix years of age and
leaves a wife and several children. The
interment took pia°. eeterday.
:MISS JENNIE LACY.
Miss Jennie Lacy died this morning
at the redden°. of Mr. Owes fikerrin
on Fourteenth and Olay streets. A host
of friends will reed the anuounomment
e her death with great sorrow. She
was a truly good lady and a uonsecrat-
ed christen. She wad one of the most
faitifal members of the Ownberiond
Preabyteian church. • complication
of diseases frogs which she bed long
suffered caused her death. Funeral




Exinsive improvements now In pro-
gress 11$ Oeralean Springs will make
that famous place an ideal summer re-
sort, and even more popular than ever
before in tee history.
DUMPS*** 111AP55EIDENT.
Lam year Capt. Pool purchased the
property and added several goat
room", a bowling alley, barber shop, etc.
The plan wee crowded the entire sea-
son Sod "me rosm for you" was the
oonsMal answer to numerous mall and
solegsaphie applieations.
Tim north one -Geary vim; is now be-
ing NAM away and in its place will be
erected a large three-story building
80 feet long by 45 wtde with forty-odd
new reente-oeventeen of which will be
en suite with baths attached.
The landscape features in front cii
be eastrely changed. TLe lawn will it
future embrace pan of the old road 1.0c
hillside. Trees have been planted au
:tumorous weepers are bney excevattn,
and entre The approach will be w-
eedy different and greatly improved it
every way.
The heavy memory constituting lb.
basement of the new building is nearly
dose.
CONTRACT CLOSED.
Ospt. Peel is Sasarday closed a coo•
tract with Forbes & Bre- for the big biii
of material required for the work Ev-
erything will be oomplete and in per
toes working order by the opening ot
the Nabs. The big betel will scam-
(sedan a large number of guests, an,
we predicts it will still be kept full
NEEDED ENTERPRISES.
An ice factory and a foundry are
among the new enterprises that may be
boosted ta this My sect. Panies from
a distams, experienced and having
money, have been here within the pest
week loans' over the field.
pCRSONAL NOTES.
From Mondays daily.
Mies Lucy Edmunds has returned
from Louisville.
Mr. Jas. L. Long, of Guthrie, spent
Sunday with his mother.
Master Earl Moore went to Sawa to-
day to vide relatives.
Miss Daisy Klaus* has returned
from a OAS to friends in Nashville.
Mrs. J. H. Doge Ina relented from a
visit to relatives as Henderson.
Mr. Thealas Long has returned from
Florida, where he spent several weeks
Mr. Inikt:Mrs. Gone Terry, of Russell-
ville, were in She city Sunday visiting
relatives.
Mrs. Gray and Mies Gray, of Mem-
phis, are visiting Mrs. Harry Yon on
East Ninth street.
Master Wallace Sherwood le very ill
of pneumonia at the home of his father,
Mr. E. M. Sherwood, on West 7th St.
Mr. John Levi, of Danville, Va., a
nephew of Mr. W. T. Towns formerly







GOV. Bob Taylor, of Tennessee, wiii
appear at Holland's opera haw in this
city on the evening it Kenai 0, in his
new looters entitled "Senbillthat."
Splesdid Field.
This lecture is entirely sew in mar
particular and thew who knew GOT.
raylor's versatility, can readily see the
4pleadid lald which this unique title
opens for the exercise of his wonderful
powers of pathos, word painting, sow-
dote and mimicry.
Goy. Taylor reeently delivered his
aow Wotan to an audience of terothow
sad people in the city of Memphis.
Tees., and the Meinphi• Scimitar had
the following to say cf the tenure
end lecturer:
'It would IlefIll that the further Gov.
Tay lor j turns,s from the frosted as-
oteephere of polities, the nearer he at -
premium the warm heart of his life
town an i the fealltee thin •Dee he ob-
tains ever tke human affectioes ano
aombinties.
•• re review his lemurs de leered hi
Misephie lass night would be to repro
'lone it. Nothing less would bunko.
"A flash of imagery, a buret of elo-
quent* and a wealth of ethane,
diamond mortared like fireflies over a
clover field-that is Bob Taylor's leo
tare. A song borne on tbe wings of
tome dear old melody, a joke ripplins
from • fountain of humor, a subtle not.
of pathos awakens tender, sacred WPM-
ones-that is Bob Taylor's lecture.
Is All Cairo
"Words painted in all ike colors of
fancy and put together with all the atil
of faultless diction, the lights of moo--
cons childhood and the shadows of tom-
bre age deveMped on the background ce
common experienoe-that is Bob Tay -
iur's 'satire. A radiant smile. pen-
stating the gloom of despondency, a ray
of hope arched in every man's boom, ,
• fragrant !later to brighten end sheet
-that is Bob Taylor's lecture. The phi
losephy of kind hearts and simple faith
the °barfly of honest love, the been) of
doing good, the benediction of pure liv-
ing-that is Bob Taylor's lecture."
Oil has been struck at Boston, a little
hamlet on the Kentucky Central rail-
road, thirty miles south of Oovington.
A syndicate composed of four wealthy
men has be prospecting for some
weeks past for oil through Pendleton
county, and has just located the strike
-o-
Extensive preparations have ben
made by the board of trade at Maysville
to make the Tobacco Fair on Feb. U a
success. The Louisville warehousemen
nave promised to be oa hand, and leaf
tobacco dealers all over the country have
signified their intension to send npre-
itentatives.
-o-
The war department announce" the
death in the Philippine. of Fred Fisher,
Chirty-tlird volunteer infantry, of van-
ola. Be was enlisted at Ashland, Ky.;
nearest relative or friend, Alex Fbber,
tionsy w ell, Ky.
-o-
Tie Trigg 'curtly grand jury adjourn-
ed after resnruiug fifty-five indictment*
Sweaty three for violating the local op-
tion law; twenty-one were for gaming;
one for housebreaking; oos for murder
rod the rest for minor offenses.
Mrs. Fannie Wyatt dropped deed of
heart disease at Cada. She was snooty
nibs years of age and wag the mother-
uolaw of Oonstable Robert Simmer., at
witose home she died.
-0-
0. B. Breeding. a merchant of Breed-
tug, Adair county, made an aseignmen•
It is reported ;het be owes Louisville
merchants $4,000.
Robert Athens, who was antencoa t.
ovo years in the penitentiary, escape'
from the coonty jell at Louisville b
ihnbing through a trap door at the top
of the tail.
-o-
James H. Utterbeck, of Murray, Oal
ioway county, filed a bankruptcy peti-
tion, giving liabilities of $4,200 and as
tete of $1,000.
-0-
Versailles is in the midst of a bi.
Immo revival, 000ducted by the Rev.
,V. E. Beiderwolf. an evangelist iron
Indiana, et ho is preaching twice daily
-_0_-
Eighteen-year old Garfield Burkinar.
was given a eighteen-year sentence to
he state penitentiary. Burkhart Mlle
. boy named Bailey, about his own age,
to Harlan county.
The Shelby 0ouuty Electric Power
and Railway Cionspasy has been organ-
ised at Shelbyville. The articles of in-
corporation provide for a lined extend-
ing "from and through the city of Shel-
byville wen to the pomade of the libel-
try Oonnty • and M. Association, ace
nor th in the direction of Emulates, Ky
for a length not at present exceeding
twelve miles."
"When a child I burned my fool
frightfully," moos W. H. Rads, a
Janesville. Vs., "which tamed horrible
lei sores for $0 years, bus Bncklen's Ar
-
niell Salve wholly owed me after every
thing else bad tallest." Infallible for
Burns, k!,0010,. Out.. Bruise. and Piles.
Another Unk.
(Special so New Era)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 18.-The
Shelby county Eleatic Power and Rail-
way company, which is projecting an
electric railway from Shelbyville to lim•
thence, and aims as oonnectton with
Louisville and a suburban route, filed
articles or incorporation today, with a
capital stook of 5200,000. Join A. Mid-
dleton, W. J. Thomas, Louis Obowning
and others are incorporators. TM rood
Is proposed so be another link la the
chain of electric road. threigb Oestrel
Kentsoky, which 10 rival the Tsuroids.
Wow To Find Out.
Fill a bottle or common glass with your




tion of the kid-
ney; if it stains




pass It or pain In
the back is also
convincing proof that the kidneys and blad-
der are out of order.
What to Do.
There Is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed. that Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-
Root, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
Nish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, bladder and every part
of the urinary peones. It corrects Inability
to hold water and scalding pain in passing
it, or bad effects following use of liqt.o,
wine or beer. and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
luring the night. The mild and the extra-
ordinary effect of Swamp-Root is 2004
realized. It stands the highest for its won-
ierful cures of the most distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you should have the
oat. Sold by druggists in 50c. and SI . eras.
You may have a sample bottle of this
wonderful discovery
and a book that tells
more about it. both sent
absolutely free by
Address Dr. Kilmer & at
Co,. Breistrt011. N. Y. When wilting men-
tion this mimeo offer in this paper.




In One $1o, Is Asked---
A Slee "Pas-
sen
The Louisville ill, and 1111
sae Central Made defend-
ants in four damages filed for
the February tent Min demi!
wart.
Over nil&
The esteems popti for signiat•
over $15,000. Terokille against the L
N. and two againeiptL 0.
a
Mrs HMOs C. t=sits $1,999.99
It la presented Od t is placed a
ient the suit De
• sum Ms order to pre
erred So net
United Slates court Mrs. Chinn stets.
in'the petition thai she was on the I. l
passenger train ouniter to Hopkineviii
rum Paducah, aid had to obange oar
as Prtnaton. As employe Of the too
4ce says, cried: for Princeton '
Ii she arose front her seat to put on he
cloak, the train cane to a sudden stand
0111, and the was thrown with grea
force to the ti tor, being bruised, jarred
hart internally, aid sustaining injure.
that, she claims, will prove peimantni
tibeasserts that her injuries are due ti
the recklessness tad coosleseness of lb.
oompeny 'a ageot
Thomaa I MeRtyolds brings a similar
alt. He was it:dere:I to the came poach
de olaims the ten .topped abruptly
after the station lad been annotincied,
and that he was badly hurt, one ril
being fractured He asks for $1,000
Was% $11,515.
W P. Winfree admiuistrator of Sal•
lie Montrone, ha filed suit for $10,000
against the L. N. The Norsinger wo-
man was the aged 'agrees who was kill
ed on the trestle December 22.
Charles Davis prays for a judgment of
0,600 against the L. & N.
He says he Weight a ticket from Hop-
kinaville to (Nasky on Feb. 12. After
entering the train and his ticket era
taken up be fell asleep. He charge.
that two and a half milee south of Oas
by, he was forcibly ejected from the
train. It was cold and dark when he
was put off, and, he alleges, he caught
a end from which he hes suffered great
pain, and rewards himself damaged in
at least the sum mentioned.
Permits who cannot take ordinary
pills, And it a pleasure to lake DeWitt •
Wile Early Risers. They are the beet




Attorney John Island, of Hopkins-
Title, in company with E. W. Beaker,
of Columbus, 0., stopped over in ' the
oily Tuesday night on the way to Trigg
Furnace on Donnas connected with the
Witten east.. John talks with de
light about the greed chunk" of harmo-
ny among the °tinniest °minty republi
cans as this particular time, and hope-
to be a member of the next State genet,
and in the event of the legislature being
iteeublican, want to have Christian
(earthy put into a Republican judicial
detect in order thee he may be pleated
Oommonwealth's Attorney in 1110$.
John is one of the brtgbtest young met.
of the Hopkinsvills bar and but for his
rank Republica/alma would be a cense
sort of fellow -Oaths Record
CHRISTIAN GOUNTV COURT.
All persons having claims against the
estate of W. H hillier will file them
eisn me as assignee of said Miller on or
°adore March eud 1901 et my ernce to
dooltineville. Ky. Feb. 1901.
W. P Wtrifree,
wet Amain.. W. H. Miller,
BAPTIST SEMINARY'S PRESIDENT.
Rev. Dr. Mallen, Preached Twice le
The City &today.
_-
Rev. Dr. Z Y. Mulleins, president ot
he Southern Baptist Theological Semi
(sail at Louisville, preached Sunda'
morning and evening at the Septa'
-burnt in this city. He was heard both
Ones by large and deeply interested
*dances. It was Dr Mulleins' first
emit to Hopkiniville and be made
h roughly favorable impression. Whi •
• young man MO latelleet„ earnest* --
sod wholary attainments make him a
worthy successor of Dr Wbiteist. Hi.
iermOns Sunday were thoughtful and
often dtsoonnea
Thousand. Have Kidney Trouble
and Don't Bncnr it.





le RI., Feb. 18, lite'. So :Far With Rural Mail
week °posed active




were firm at unchanged prime. Deliv-
eries of loose tobacoo were liberal
throughout the wear- Continued light
weight not reported on deliveries made,
which will make the stook onlye ) to to
per cent of an average.. Old stocks light
makes situation grow stronger as season
advances.
Report@ my some warehousemen are
assisting Eastern buyers ,to break tip
auction by private sampling and sub
mission of samples. Subject to my is-























off st Ingo   64
ktejeritions 
Yours truly.
M. D. WALES, Broker.
The foot that Join and Basil Doerbo-
for, until recently of she American and
Oontinental Tobacco oompsoies, mean
now to 5.gits the trust has been shows by
she filing of articles of incorporation of
the tenant' Tobacco company at Len-
in-0 The capital deed at the begin•
mug is $160,000 divided into 1,600 shares
at $100 each, of which John Doerhoefer
takes $83 and Basil a84 and Manus
Doestatef's SW They have bakes eat a
permit for a feta story building and
sill apage in the maunfacture of pin,
amid smoking tooacoo On an exansivi
.cale, employing 9,000 hands. The)
cave reoently been buy tug large lots of
old leaf tobacco, which can be used at
moo for menufacturiug purpose'. Is I.
thought here the factory will Weems a
very large concern, as the Doerhoefere
are still young men and all have made
emcees in the manufacturing business.
AN ENJOYABLE EVENT.
A delightful entertainment was given
at the hospitable home of Mn. M. F
diger, near Sinking Fork, on the 140
inst. It was largely attended and ise
meanly enjoyed by aU. Nunterons
games and music were were features of
the evening.
Those present were: Misses Mini
dater, Minnie, and Limie Wood, Ellie
Murphy, ()onions and Sallie Cavan*,
Ida, Addis and Nona Riser, Eva Lee
Stevens, Susie and Hattie Se wavy, El-
len Greshiun, Edna Lakey,
Ellen Anglia, Flora and Maeda Rao
rut, Matte Odell, Annie Thurman, Net-
tie Roo, and Messrs. Walter, A.r-
thur, Winfield and Larkin Wood, Mack
glamors, Dick Thurman, Garvin Odell,
Jeb and Rod Oavanah, George Vangbo
Gaither MoGee, But es Hill, Jim ()ano-
ints, John Underwood, Boyd Raffia,
Herbert Hurt, Lueian Murphy,
Smith, Beverly Steward, Maurice Hord,
Ft ank Wright.
MULE
Nice lot of mules for eale-from fear
to six years. wktf OHA& LAYNE
TWO LAINfe FARMS
I. Smth Christie@ Change Heide-Ablest
Shi3ON !evolved.
Large real estate deals involving about
$68,000 have been consummated in the
ass few days and two of the biggest
and most valuable farms in Obrietien
iounty will change bands. °maraca
nave been signed and the deeds will
soon be filed. Mr. Tom J hicReynts
-as laid his pleas to Dr. Mast Vitt -
we, of Paducah, and Dr. Harry Watts,
of Bolivar. The former gets the part OD
which the residence and other bundle".
Gre situated, the oonseareition belt g
about 010,000, it is understood. ar•
Watts paid $15,000 for the portion be se
oared. Mr. McReynolds has purchased
Ir. James A. Radford's fine farm.
"Idlewylde," the consideration being
$80.000,
FORMER CITIZEN DEAD.
Mx. galley Tentative Passes Away is
Fredericiaberg, Va.
The-Fredericksbarg, Va., Jewett!, of
Feb. 16, says:
Mr. Bailey Tompkins, a well known
ant esseemed dolma, died suddeary at
tt e residsoos of Mrs. M. E. Tompkins
Wednesday night shortly after 8 o'clock
•geo 66 years. kie gout much of his
ilfe in the west. but bad been a resident
tf this city for a number of years. The
deceased tearss one sister, Miss Fannie
Compkit s, of this city, and two broth
W H. Tompliths,ri Des Moines,
Iowa, and Mr S. W Tempting, of Lake
toy. Iowa. His funeral took place from
be Methodin church, of which be wee
cortitistent membrr yesterday after-
i on at 3 o'clock, Rev. J. P. Stump woo
Gianni the pervioes. The 112114'12-DI
en with Meanie cerellnontes.
I be pali bearers wsre Hon H F. Ocie•
ou. , Dr. B. Hale., Meoirs. T N.
t, W ki Hurkaln.i. A P. Rowe. A
it Howard
BANE r CROFTON .
- - -
Capital stock of $13,000-01fIcers
I lected.
A bank haa been organised at Orofton
with a capital stock of $16.00C. At •
meeting of the stockholder., directors
and otber offiners were &weed J. S.
Oroft was chosen president, it. Ar P.-
bin, vice president Mr. Ogden, of
Slaughtersv lie, will be cashier. The
directors are °ashler Ogden, J. R. Oroft,
Three New Routes Will
Be Established In
Near Future.
The people shag lie Elee et the free
rural mall ante irisich,se seated In the
am Nu*. war Pod kallpseelles Fridge
are taking great *lave* to it, aad
nearly all will put up bansa
TV/VITT-114 SIM.
The route is tress Ude ally to Bobveu,
sense to the ilieled and book, a
mosso, of =roman.
Mr. Elbridge Bradshaw.. Me earner
Shavings wages hails In which be
will travel on the roots. and will be
ready M supply Meager .pleIgkillads,
mosey orders. sea
Mr. Bradshaw leaves here immediate-
ly after the Ant morning snaffle plalled.
about 7 o'clock, and returns at 7 p. sa.
Several other routes will probably be
established soon.
NEW MITES.;
One has been ordered out for Pam-
oroks, another will be warned along
tee Oox ML11 and Clanton roads, and the
third will extend from hers to Fair-
view.;
The Postmaster General has appoint-
ed a 'catmint* to examine and report
upon several styles of boxes submitted
so the department as an most Ailed for
the rural free-deliverly system. Up to
this time the patrons of the service have
in ratitay inetancies furnished their own
t• for the mall, oat it is desired oy
the department that some uniformity be
Attained. More than • hundred donors
tonstruuSed by different penona Will be
examined. The committee will pass
epos their respective merits and report
to the Postmaster General.
Working 24 Hours a Day.
There's ne reet for those Wiles' nes&
workers-Dr. King's New Lite Pith.
Millions are always busy, owing Torpid
Liver, Jaundia,Bilicestiess, Fever and
Agee. They Banish Sick Headache,
Drive out Malaria. Never trip or
weaken. Small, taste Moe, work wee-
Jen. Try them. 96 oaths at An-
derson & Fowler, J. 0. Ociek, L
Elgin, 0. K. Wyly, druggist.
Millions of people are familiar with
DeViitet Little Early Risers sad thin
who use them find them so be famous
dale liver pills. Never gripe. E. C.
Hard wick,
FIRST LADY.
About the most noted article in tin
February Oesmopetithis le the one by
Um Barton Harr= entitled, "The
First Lady of Our " The writer
diseases@ the position duties, privilege',
customs, no., of "SIM Lady," but
more intereeling than Ike Mammies is
the sasoession cd portraits of ail the
••Fires Ladino" UM Wee reigned in the
Midis House tram On time of km
Waehharton. Oas ben a lee opportmei-
ty for studying Ansiglean demos/way in
this array of worn*. The other ma-
















Don't y Nifint to
OWN OUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentioky Building
and Loan of Hop
Manilla, Ky., build you a
Mose on ego Numbly 'lay-
man'. For op* to
N. V. Dulin. S. W. Willis's'. A. R. Henry C. Cant. - Pros
 Oreft. David Orator and Av. B. Beath. 41 I McPneraan„ Sea gam
,...1r14•441eler.
UNCLE SAM'S BUSY MB
Use Perttna For Colds, Coughs and
Catarrh.
redeem Betiding, imetpoinery,
Non. Jobs C. Leftinehrltedeenser of
Public Moneys, whoa* Alin is Is the
isagntheent building above show', in a
lifter written from Montgomery, Ala.,
"Va‘" I take pleasure in recommending
Parulak es an eseelhiet tonic and It is
re°°Ininalated to me by those who have
used it es a lead catarrh curs."
HoeL Robert %whirr, Register Valet
211•11. Lose 400804•708. mate *Mr
iMatdomer7, aPier sett
have been a sotterer fretoosten, Ns
incipient stag% a o ma* lee Opt I fro.
CILIDe depressed and hared alp boom
WAS generally i.e a dealiss. But bea,.
log el Perna* as a good remedy
it a lair trial and soots began to has
prove. Us effects were distinctly also-
tidal, removing the annoying amps
toots and win particularly good as a
"
Hon. J. K. Barks, Collector of Port, at
Mobile, Ala., writes: "reruns Inn roe-
ommend as atm medicine. Ube. been
toad in my family and as a Wino it is
manna. I takapiesense to testifying
to it.. One qualities."
P. b. Barker, Postmaster of Mobile,
Ala, in a recent letter, says: "A-flow me
to send to you my leatimonial as to the
good qualities of Peruna. I have used it
for the peat three tonttui and And its
most excellent tate."
As the skla severs the maids et OM
body,seihe essessmaseshiame Ilse the
inside. Ivory stow every diet, every
passage, every amity at the body. le
Lined by mums= nesnihreea. Thestemme
oats aseemieraneema liable trout various
• musses eo betimes irgitased or indemsele
Whoa this moms Is eat/ad eateadt,
and catarrh may be losses* In 'behead,
soes,aaladlesar, thamstammehlaiimbee,
Of air eetle of the immilleterobowele,
kidneys, bladder, peostmare sad
nary organs. organs- Wbermot Sore le a mu.
ems inembreas, there WWI may be
also.
To he sang melemb-ofilbgag vartere
sqpne his hasa.kases 4111smot
storm Moth. vollerrivellp ideasseh
S.. bins mad if
the Maya, ilkopesames.
if IS. Sow" iiistrimme 11,0111110et”
catarrh M Me perausifteagass,h.
mak tremble. and Oa la aid so as.
hat our dales IticarilliallSeare Mem
and Ise IMMO 4111111111111-unemult--amf
Meteor mill00117. Ponta" Ile applied&
do ashisItStall-ai Aim maim alb
gem
Perms iraelbsoesreallorttearee Just
one demosse--mtattel. Sal elan estant
Is abbe se iheeentlealf-eriehee thedieure
ant ergaimed-lho Issiegyee is that Mee
runs curse gliestioss el them twist&
But we inehethat -Perene mempoweilise
nem only. We Maim ehaelimmes is the
May internal, seism/ft remedy has..
twee ims devised. We Whim *Mese
hirilt is a systemic ammo ; that lu be
0117, it betides Um whole eyelets. We
claim that Peciag eyetemiersimellY
that is marMeneadienessaterrit from
lb. 0555 hot a Ices/ Ile-
um; Ar-w-os• a. a local remedy.
Sines *Warr! 06.4
a sylibilialredlleigr item meggsig Thisme
in brief, oar claim la the
dinme-estarrh-car rimed
An imetniseentomilla
on eatterns la its dillarem
stages, will be not tree to soy





From a party that claims to represent
"civil liberty" anu purity at the ballot
box she arposura In Obsistian wanly is
rather bad. Three Republicans Marge
ether itepoblioans in having bought
votes at ftem $1 to $7 apiece, and .100
Sou °Moors, el sums nut stipulated, in
the repent protect conventoos. So dis-
gusted are many of tbe Regrablteaus in
that county toey threats an open re-
volt and the Democrats feel hopeful of
stooling the dem= atio ticket next No-
vember.-MaganAeld Sun.
DEMOCRATS' OPPORTUNITY.
The news basos via tLe overland
routs from Hopkinevtlle that the Las.
Republican acute.' in that county for
wanly °M-i.e and the 11011111thee rant-
ing therefrom an very uneatiefetary,
and that leading Republicans, such as
Judge Oansler and Oland Clark, will
floin the ticket as the pale aims Novem-
ber. It la alleged that the "courthouse
gang" controlled affairs and that they
paid as high as $7 tor voteobeeides brib•
ins election offioers New, Democratic,
boys of Chrtstian, take advantage of the
situation and put ont a strong ticket,
and you may win.-Elkton PrOgiam.
BRIGHT PROSPILOTS.
Everybody knows that Obriatian coon-
57 is a Republican ooanty ; but for all
teat. the Mow observer oaa see brigin
prospers' for the election of Democrats
as the. Nov, saber sleet= provided the
right men oomi oa *al shekel. There
are huudrede of rod, Moen Repeat-
Cana ID the county who cannot say to
She world that they tendons the theft
end brib ry praottoed in Saturday's pri-
mary by tupportii g its Denten... As
-set wise of those i Moen are tamer lu-
te. moat soda, for Minos violated tip
ei• Of tOn law., aud taking their pas esc-
ort "IP i diorites of doer Insure often-,
.r.ere ns i.ot tn. bha w of a is MOD to
••ii•v ti t sty iirprovvna., t cill be
Inn, I..
Tnere are hundreds of good as Ito..
oan in the D mooratto fold. whom
I owe bond:ode of good Repot) icons
ooula and would support The moat
'fling to guano *gait as is bitter partisan
ont, witi a never has a vonsplishitcl any
thing, tgoept ptrbspit to canoe a parts
breach. We -h *In iti•ite every loose
of honesty, integrity and good intim,
•i.ip to tupport our nominees, but our
iomineee mum, be men who are know.
W he upon the side of law and order,
end vot• buying and personal abuse of
opponents should be oot.spicuous
their atoellOe -Pembroke Journal.
SNIVEL LlisERTY.
That Repub loan primary bola over
Chrasto.n county Saturday was • to
eplendeni exhibition of bow the goat-
tans if civil liberty and conservator.
fibs purity of the ballot, by the grace
of toe Lord, go about their guarding
Ini n•erving. "rhey spent $10,000,"
"aid o.re defeated candidate. "and chat
hey couldn't hey they .'tole." lb
'nets f .ct that Alm melt:144in employe,
aueDefoop K punlicans,
inlet pastes that all toe meaunees and
...essay of S'-.'o ste•t hove been tout-
ed i as. Todd i ousty Times.
R-ports "OW a ,groetty. Uteres-11
leeth rate fr,mt throat aud lung tn.ii-
e • an- to sb. prevalent* of soup
on u u,snis end grippe. We advise Or-
a iit 0 PWire e 'lough Ocire in all .1
lb. se ditlinuitt I. 14 the iiniy born..
a. Issgeny hat gives immediate ee-
• toes Obl d ea Ite• ea. 11. 0. It aid-
eielk
GIVEN TWO YEARS,
Juba Boyd, under indiortare t for
(nerd- r, era. tried at Otd s Wodomnay
hefore Oirour Jorlite0ook. Boyd kith d
-Beverly Wright with • rdolt at Oeru'een
rugs in Ocvorter lags The jury re
Orli.. a verdict of two years in the
tat.' prieou. Bib men are cols r-ct
Mat ail Morrow, colored, was also son-
s need to see peuitentary, the term la
hie race Delve one y. ar, for housebreak-
lag.
to As_ 




Takes up es smarms gleam mem
Most 4 pears old one irides used UN
and black taw and tail, bs J. B. /We
dock. 4 miles from Hopitinsvilte 0111 tie
Madisonville road bad appraised as BM
rob. 15, 1901. W. LOIIO, J. P
415.
•
11Johns,.eW  le el
a-A*es.ro. oat too ern e go a




• muscular rheinnat.ent, too. -Netter
than oistmeuts or iminssotia S.









Mete, bee. ImmiM Saw ammiesha
his loyal sahjeols lieemealped She Wed
le groomed to the Melee Mg it
New Orleans
sad pay tribes* es blasma, by pee.
tialpatiug in as festivities of
MARDI SRAS
whine ler the pear 1101 will he heel is
FebruaryFor this the19
Cilia I. B.
Clompany will sell Mabee. on mesa
dates to New Ouleasulemaieeilems es
lie lime at
One Fars tor the Round Trip
Your local Wires west will MR yes
Mee estop of 'ale. stmoll- Wee GM
dans of them Mardi Gram tiebella
Hot Springs,
Arkansas Ala Iliemphis.
treat g ear "ernes to• teener.iraeleassi and Lettevire aidin=
Pew ()rlaas via the Iliteets Omit nil to Met
leeria via Ilemeires, le waneestea eta
be tante. rote•frei mriArtasswari the




I. eeemeetlos wttb mithera
fliretigh iszeunba
INC cAn Maytag Olneinnett mod
vale oat the Maple Ceatral WA,
fast -New Orleeots Ltistted" beta
MO'rDAY awl raiDaf Sefarnireelt
sad Saa Francisco without
ftectol ale. ~boom Meer Weals
with exposes trots Dor she Peseta @ease=
on ittoe Tuandays and Mateirdeps web
SUNSET LIMITED
of she Sootaers Pantie. it=8.0 set al
.through servic• to San
sound-Trlo Tourist Mokees So Calibrate
roadie( eta Minces °MOW X. R. p.r.
au et nee oar at Mew 0- Xiibin
and full intormatbo etionnitheinte above
sea be had WI siesses 01 the "Obtaial" bad
basecting Line..
Full Particulars ""eri"al allth  shove sea be
tied of &genes of the illisols °astral or by
srleirmaing ghoul...rest el me sollersteeme
representatives of the -Qoardel--
w. A. K LLOND, A.G. r. A. usaismie. MY
W MURRAY, 0.?. A_ Mew Orleans.
J A 11001-r, D. P. A.„ Memositia.
311 ete‘ b niter MOOcured at home vita-l=book el





Eiti act of e .4
000K BOOK
telling bow to prepare dogmas
and tisholous dishes.

































ay, Feb. 22, 1901.
ciaiin.b, tirst ineeruos 5 is
Yoeine. one 1110111.11.  Ste
One Mob, uiree months  Sur
clais ince, GU usoutas 
Sae urea, sail year  VISO
goia3te..a..1 taloa may be had by appitea-
tea al in.
IThasaent rovertising must be paid tor in
11111reagasse
1.6asgois los :may adverusements wui to
IPOU•siou 14isarigety.
Asi masestemesessin Without epee-
Mai WOO WWII, Safaitat Lut ILnW orusirsal
Otal.
guilaotanOSIIMISISS OS llarrnage• and lisialas.
to ILAAAM.I.ANIA4 eve Iwo., U 1.1.0.4...1 1.111
palialcuaus igfa.44/1.
Cd Respect.
ail*A ahaLWAIS 404.111)40114 AVIS 1.1%91114 poi LW*.
- mamas RATES: -
Tbe WitalLax hew haasiaz me following
paper YAM )
Ilgosesmor Masa.  
Vuli.k) b. 141444. hogy611.40  A WV
.11.4.4)
111141 SAAMAKAMMA
baS14- NessiSav olescirmle szuvrican
Vs sera all*h•MIN 8611•Wall.MOnahal  
IMPAL41 .445 luss. mi41sa.1 





tn. VI sem, bow X sea 111001111111 
APItgolosea seuuseesstutmAt. to
......G4/11•4 UlIA.ajf . ..... • • • I
fige.osa. aaistrt*Saais OWNS WM& gisegmdies
or zievie•eseper hozzesztratzwzi
LOU= Diustrrour.
*scurf Cloozr-Flloseloy in Jima
insi fourth Monday in rebreery and dap-
imber.
kilJAATIALY IDOURT-80005d Moodie,'
In "II12./7. April, 
July and October.
FracatOottar-First Tuesday in April
and Oceohee,




W. E. Outdo wrists kom Vitashing-
leg so sole cotagge Record u follows:
Justice Mead a beds sews
thaltiy Friday night in re-
it Mad at the regular sesalkly
of She Loyal Legion, Several
RON naltnes were peewit and
Illeprenalative Moody, of Messiah*.
Etat darns Oh.
said :
"The fathers Linn Winded Sital Ibis
gliesseisal amid then any power or
11111Weeith over say part of the earth's
firth free teen the leder and She spirit
of she monstitution."
This is construed le mesa that Judge
Harlan believes that the conseituties
hilliws the Bag and to indicate the
probable decision of the supremo court
os that question. Another sesame in
Judge Harisa's speech was:
"Our government was founded upon
Shortens of man; founded upon the
Miry Shat man has right. so' a man.
If we ester upon this wand power bud.
Imo epos any other aluory, we eater it
fir evil and not for good.
This la oriastraed to mean that at
tem one jambe of the supremo court
11141MaIMPIIIMINIMPilipiatis and other
inhabitants. the newly acquired
pdasemione e the rights of
citilandip. .11isall another enrage from
his speech was "the heart of the North-
era am has grown cold toward the
bantam which he freed from slavery."
And the ludas ausplillod the proposi-
tion relieving its the indifferesos Of dos
=It 71/ lie sloe 
of owegrese to the
roars is
ffila IIIINIth. Jetge Marks des see deny
that he used this language, but smiles
LSP5I
tha
temo intentions of hie
d be bee accident-
tea sow posang be-
fot•
Trade can be done on prestige for a
while, but it isn't profitable a: Masa.
areas to presaiss on it too much.
Preseiffit mouses to a great deal if it is
properly token advantage of in °onions
lass with Iffiferitiag. Nothing is so
it kfadar in inoomisful advertising
as be able to add 15 50 the prestige
satoesstal badness alone brings.
soya Shoo and Leather Facts. The con-
istoseses is shed many old bother& when
Mime M the head of them discover that
ad *ate proves of
111dole, wisely inang-
trif advertising, wad
In the from rank.
is nothing hider than to regain
ground sue lost in the matter of public
faro. • very reasonable linktrall$ ex-
psnaed.for printers' ink in time will d-
ela Id what is absolutely impossible
80111 alaps. °Cusick tima
The U, & will spend more for its st-
ay and navy, including She payment of
peados, dieing She next Mai year than
will be spool by either of the great mili-
tary nodose of Europe. In round num-
bers our military expenses for the year
Will be $400,000.000. No wonder that
thoughtfal men ire beginning to woo-
fer whore this thing wia stop.
Oongreasnion Shofroth. of Oolo.,





ag erLfe sad bar W-
iles N If ea ad the02 1 FRIED.
11011el Maim. Bears the
Sentra dear children. yes could ass as
a glance ON the last en
Is hcalthint,preiticst and
finest-loideg tithes all.













Mepeenlon and tamper geoids waffled
?Stoodgfaral the sethal,theithse this Max-
tor, penetrate( nausea rdieves the
• Mud Maras. • geed-lialnred mother
-is pretty sere to have a good-natured
Thit 11111111111 II kept in a Prose. !nifty
eanatles, which the child also Inherits.
Pram/ lakes a wife amp the
• toissnekly sod almost pableady.
waft In her meld reawery, and weeds
eff as dancers fkat eli dam anew do
Beery.
•11111117 dengisle ter • WM.




riding for the redecapetes of silver .dol- ou)PREACHER
reported so the House, will start a new
policy in She lineament of the procioael
meals, and a radial, &openers trod
the pitaciples of monetary science. N. IS
government on the face of the globe re-
quires its treseary to redeem it. silver
coins in gold.
brs Ii gold, lebtob bas been favorably




Oongressman Brown. the Ohio Melt-
bean who offered a ressolattos media(
for Philippine independence and the,
relioquishmani of American sovereignty I
to the islands, used not expo* tan Mr.
McKinley will pass any of the army
usandietten pie to him. II may be thaw
dr Brown doesn't like that kind of
onTrikt.
J. Memos. Morgaa's paroldae of the
oteabrel of the Carnegie soul simponies
may whet kis lipped.* to the extent of
dada/ him le try so bey a controlling
intend is she II. 11 goverment, al-
though sods think be already has
Mrs. Naties's appease has been whet-
ted by her moms in elariag a few sal.
Me in I en.ne where they are unlaw-
ful, and she now anasesons Mr
ties to does every WOOD in the country.
The good woman probably doesn't fully
realise the extent of the country or the
number of seam.
Southern cotton manufacturers are
arranging to condi production because
of their inability to predtahl? Work at
She mast buying prided raw Mesa




Wester One Hundred Dollars
Roe any ens of °murk tbei can
nie be MOW Hall's Oaten* Om.
F. J. 011111N1Y & CO. WA% O.
We, she usilwalened. have known
J. Chew ler as has 111 yam, and be-
lieve him 'perfectly htherable to all
beelthen issesessioes and aneaeing
Wen carry set any (Wigwams made
lg libel: Ina.
Won 419 Tutus., Wholesale Druggists,
Tot. do. 0. WuDuss, K.MT•11
MARTIN, Wholesale Dinging, Tole-
do, 0
Hall's *inert' Owe to takes dear.
sally, Ming Middy epee she blood
and mum made of the Mom
Tediamiale seat ties. Prise per
boat& Ileld by all enwsiste
Balls Pesilly Pak ale She bees.
T16 /NW sessiNse es news
has pulsed She Mal et, She Him sad
Harbor bill lip to moot000, and now
Obi repabllosoe *mesa to Ogees. bele
Ohs MU II She Illdp eabsidy le eel
passed. DigliggIlliee Ileaelnue *mid de
nothing S. preyed ass threat being
serried eat.
TIE WATCHWORD 0 P WOMEN.
Modesty is woman's watchword.
Whatever threads. her &tibiae, seam
it modesty, bighted her. Per thd rea-
esa many a woman permits diseases of
Ike dellease wossanay organs to become
geggwested because the mad bring




end obiessioas looal treatments,
which some *welded, find ammo y.
Doti tees shesoneda of the women who
have Likes advestage it Dr. Pierce's of-
fer of free consultation by letter have
bees lead to do se by the escape thus
offered from a breasment remain to
modesty. Any sink woman can write
to Dr. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y , is ported
confidence; all Men being treated as
strictly privets sad sacredly maiden-
dal, and all answen being seat in plain
envelopes with no &degrade( or other
printing sped them. Dr. Pierce's Fav-
orite Prescription has bees dog hailed
as a "God-send So waded" IS mhos
wok women dross and sink wawa
well. "Favorite Presoriplies" menus
no alcohol, neither opium, cocaine or
other narcotic.
The Preach chamber of deputise Is
trying to legislate the code dual° out of
erieteace. One member, who is wiser
than he may seem as ant glance, pro-
poses to seep is by making it unlawful
to rabbi asseentr of duels. The hive
of aseerieg is at the Mem of most af-
fairs of this bad in Fronde. and if all
pelt's* could be suppressed then I.
as quoins that the duel would quickly
• OeS babies. sines if the brave Moss
maid NI indulge In heroics Won the
waded they Maid saa dimmer thee
Skis boner called for no encounter.
Thelma way, however, to suppress
the French duel is to make It compal.
soy on all who swigs In IS to 114111 to
the death. BM a law, osaplod with
the proposed anti-publicity regelation,
would pretty effectually end these
farcical performances.
Washington's local oonunitte is trying
Tory hard so arouse some enthusiasm in
Ms. McKinley's mooed insagaration,
bet is Isn't making meth headway, The
Mellie•Se that brought about Mr. Mo-
Kialey's second election are too bury
pallag wine So secure good prods on
their investments to do any enthusing.
The Republican senalors do not seem
to be forcing the Democratic mann so
allow the ship subsidy bW to go through
to any marked degree.
Barely King Edward was not a party
to the preemie put upon little Portugal
to send troops to help the British in
South Aides.
IS is said that the sugar trust has per-
fected pleas to control all the sugar
planaltess of Hawaii by combining
than in a trust.
"Extra mission," says Mr. McKinley;
"so 'sirs session," say a strong coterie
of republican Senators. The bigger the
fight over this differences of opinion the
more democratic satisfaction.
The steel consumers may prepare to
tarnish She profit on the formation of
Ike aided truss, as well as interest on
this adored steak.
IlLUNO AT A C/ItAtCIL
Fatal Piglet Results Over The Woad
Of A ?aster.
News has reached ibis OW that Mir
lost week as a meeting at Roobbridge,
Trigg county, Baptise thumb, mimed,
held foe the purpose of sedating a paw
tor, two of the members, William Foulk-
es, and Fields Hopson, became involved
in a difficulty *blob ossalesel in the
former losing his life.
Hopson, after being kiddie& demi
geessel times, stabbed Faalknor twigs
In the back, the knife pelmet's.g the
abdomen and causing internal homer
rhage.
WINTER 13110131-Warek and eon.
tenable fees. We make 'sea to at an)










The Rev. Meredith Melton, a well-
known Methodist min it. r, died at his
home near Orof too Saturday after an
illness of two weeks of the grip. Be
woe a native of Alabama. Be had berm
actively engaged in mioiseerial work
for more thin half a century. He was
eighty five years old and leaves a as
family. He was a pensioner, hoeing
served daring the Indian want
ACIE0 °Mlle =an
Saccawas After As Slates et Lag Do.
ratios.
From Tuesday's daily.
Kr. Nary Williams, one of the best
known and most influential cit.z me of
Guthrie, died lea night after a pro-
eroded illness.
He was seventy years of age, and
leaves a widow and several children
DIED IN THE ASYLUM.
Body Of Jeeeph Wilma Takeo Is Trigg
Canty Per Burial.
Kr. Joseph Wilson. aged about forg-
ave and lumber of • leading Trigg
county family, died Sunday evening at
the Wedeln Asylum. wherein had been
a miens several year,. The remains
were taken Monday for burial to his old
home in the Caledonia neighborhood.
MALCOUA SMITH DEAD.
Protalant Total Clarkatilk Mao WU
Had May hinds Nom
Malcolm' fed Smith, who had a wide
Nide of Moeda is this city, died low
day sight of apooadtolita as hie hose
ta Olarkavtlla agsd AO.
He was born In Clarksville, his par-
ents removing to Brooklyn while he was
still a ()Mid There and in New York
hardened his education and had his
rodeo Scalped under the beet of teachers.
Ebbed a fine baritone voice of great
swootam and expression. For years he
was a Mir boy In St. Luke's In Brook-
lyn, and for throe years sang in the
Cathedral as Garden Oity, L I. Minor
1890. when Capt. Smith returned to
Olarksvilis with his family, Malaga
had been dresly identified with tie to-
bacco interest there. His knowledge of
tobacco and business Wary were well
known. For years he hold the respell-
Able position of Olarksville representa-
tive for E Mallet & 0o., of New lock
Re was the youngest; member of the
Team Baud of Trade and was popu-
lar as a Kam and as an Elk.
CAUSED BY CANCER.
Mrs. West Died Sunday At Her Hone Is
Crofts. Vicinity.
Kn. Morioka West, wife of Mr. Be.
Wen. died !toothy morning as her home
is miles eased Oration. She was any-
one years of age end her death was
moist by • cancer. The interment




Rev. Clark preschool at the °hessian
°hunk of this plats last Sunday. They
have not yet called a pastor for this
year.
Mr. N. 0. King and wife of Pon.
visited in this vicinity Sunday.
Oscar Wright I. confined to his room
with measles at the home of Mr. Willie
Qatssaberry.
Miss Ninie Hill 'pent last week with
friend. new Hopkinsville.
• social was idea at the residenoe of
Ans. K. P. MHO the 14th of this month
which was greatly twined by the large
crowd in attendance. Mode and
games were the chief feature of the
;ming.
Mr. Winfield Wood will leave for
Jerome Adana in a few days where he
has made his home for the pan few
years.
Rev. F. W. Whittenbrakee of Hen-
derson, has moved to this neighborhood
and will start to building his new house
In stew days. Be will preach at Sink-
ing Fork Baptist church the second and
fourth Sundays throughout the year.
Mrs. W. W. Hill is confined to her
bed this week with the grip.
We an sorry to learn that Mr. LUOitni
Murphy has gone to liarltagton to make
his future home.
The apron bosaming litres Monday
night at Kr. Jack Tidal% leas TTITY
ludo enjoyed.
IN COAL BUSINESS.
Mr. John Winfres has resigned his
position with J. L. Tobin to engage in
the coal business. He has bought ont
Mr. IL IL White and will continue at
She Aloe and yards on Thirteens. and
R. R. sired". Mr Wiofree is an ei
perienood and enterprising young bal-
mss man of wide popularity.
COLDS
The quickest relief for a
cold is by Scott's emulsion of
cod-liver oil.
You will find the edge taken
Eff In a night; and, in three or
four days, you'll be wondering
whether that cold amounted to
anything anyhow.
That's relief. If you tackle
it quick, the relief is quick; if
you wait, the relief won't
come-you know how colds
hang on.
Weiland sees leder. as, mins.
Sion a norm op Pm/ Ono. New Test.
From Tuesday's daily.
Dr. John D. Clardy of the Goebel Re-
ward Commission left yesterday for
1Prenkfort to attend an isepostant
meeting of the commiellion today. The
purpose of the meeting is to confer with
oommonweaith attorney Fronklin
girding the progress of the case
So the advisability of Increasing re
wards off-red for the appr
fugitives Berry Howard
Po were




baps several potions will pal in claims
for e6,000 reward for the couviotioo of
Beery 1 Youseey. Lawyers ocustrus
sbe Assisi to mean that no reward shall
be paid until the conspiracy oasee are
all out of coon, and it is understood
that the commission Sill so hold.
One Of
WU. BUILD HOME.
Mr. Otho Olvey has aloud a contract
with the Dog: Plaining Mill Company
for a oresty cottage to be built on West
Seventh street, next door to Mr. John
Young's plus.
VERDICT POI MERRiCKS.
Jury Award; The Planting Dosages le
The Sus Of Sled.
The jury at °sells yesterday rendered
verdicts of COO for the plaintiffs in es
damage nit of Robert Merrick and wife
against Deputy ihariffe Wiley Joan
and William Dodd.
The Merricks sued for 0.000 damages
for she humiliation consequent epos
the effort of the talons to ores. Frank
Merrick on a forgery charge. Married
was claimed to be ill at the time and
was*, next day reported to have died.
The burial was a harried ono and gave
riso to liceighborhood rumors that Mer-
rick did not die at all. Opinion is still
divided as to whether he le dead or alive.
The defendants will appeal the ease.
IttELPOOT LAIL
PIA* Psi Profit- Will anent«, Ii
Froblbltod.
•
The flopttaavillo rportsatoo who have
Ma in the habit of going to Reelfoot
Lake, year after year, will read with
Interest, the following from the Hick-
man (loader
Is looks as if the fishing In Reelfoot
Lake for profit is to be woree muddled
than heretofore. Judge Swiggart de-
clared that the lake was the property of
the doe of Tennessee, and the use haa
been taken to the supreme court of Ten-
nessee. If the supreme wart affirms
the decision of Judge Swirgart.the gen-
eral fishing laws of Tennessee will be
applied to the lake, and thus laws pro;
Whit fishing with nets and for profit
This being true, the several hun-
dred fishermen who derive their &-
log from that avocation, will be closed
out, and their condition worse than
with the former a leged olaimanta.
SAVE YOUR SOLES by having limo
repaired at am. Our work is Insists.
in every reopen. Clive us a trial.
JEFF MORRIS.
dthes.w If One Oink's.
TMLA'S PREDICTIONS.
1. • system of wiretaps telegraphy by
which a message can be sus around the
world.
S. Electrical predation it none for
eterilialog want, lo rid it of its many
tmpuritiss.
S. The sesaufaotare of arti&cial food
by oxidis.d hydrogen.
4. The flying anichine will be a fact.
It will sot bring universal peace, as some
suppose. Some nations will rule the air
as well se the sea.
6. Futon development will tend to
diminish the number of individuals ea-.
gaged in battle. This will bring tad
we a machine which can be operated
by the fewest possible hadividaals
The perfection of the seplaatsesson,
a machine haring all its bodily move-
ments oontrolled from a distant», with-
out wires. Telantornatios are applies-
ble to any machine that meets. on the
land, in water or in the air.
T. The transuniadon of electrical enor.
gy through the earth without a wire
8 A system to draw scergy from the
sue.
9. The electrolytic preens of extract-
ing iron from ore, and molding into re-
quired forms without fuel consumption
10. The electrolytic manufacture of
aluzidnum and its gradual extermina-
tion of oopper and possibly iron.
II A self eating swine capable of
deriving energy from Ise own motion
Molter Barber College, St Lthis, KO.,
wants young met to learn the trade,
special Inducements to applicants from
dismiss, two months term completes,
tools presented, wages Saturdays. po-
sition guaranteed Beautifully woe
trued catalogue and particulars mailed
free.
DYNAMI 1ED NONUNION MINERS
More Yleleect Attempted Is Webster
Cavity, het Occepets el Bond.
leg Escaped Hen.
More violent* has been attosaptod eta
D00-11111021 miners as the nines of the
Providence °al Company, at Provi-
ded" Webster county.
About midnight Monday night •
piny of men visited a largo boarding-
house near the mine of that company,
placed dynataise on the parch and Ind
It. The explosion partially demolished
the building and terrified the oocopants.
After shooting she dynamite the party
fired several mhos from revolvers into
the building and ran away.
The house is occupied by two colored
families, who both have a number of
non-union miners as boarders Tisk u
the same mine where • Man recently at-
tempted so ••••aminate Ouard
at sight.:
The autborittos and open/eon an
working on clews that promise to put
She dynaraisers in the clutches of the
law.
CALL and see samples of cur made









Mrs D-lia Baker was &lodged to-
sane yesterday afternoon and suns so
the asylum. Worrying Over her pee
orly unbalanoed her mind.
She is forty-fire years old and has
been living is the oouoty about five
miles from se oily. Her buebend 1.1
physically inoipeuntated, and sne has
six little childeen,
Bee struggled bravely to support the
family, but bar Mind finally gave way.
CHARLES KIRBY INSANE.
huskiest Evmsville Basistes Mas Is
The Asylum Here.
Charles Kirby, aged 85, manager of
the Acme Hotel at Svaneville, Las been
admiitod to the Western Kentucky Asy-
lum for the Insane. His disease is said
to be incurable.
For years h tog business
man of Evansvtl e unusually bright
and inselligeot. His last visit to this
city was made during the institution of
the talks lodge, of which he was a prom
dant nia.abor, and be made 000 of the
cleverest speeches deUrered at the ban.
quit.
He became Ill several months ago ard
went to Hot Springs His cc ndition did
sot improve and he went to Bowling
Green where he has relatives. Lately
he developed unmetalable signs of in •
sanity and, at the advise of physicians,
be was taken before mart at Bowling
Green and &lodged a .nostic
He has incipient panels Or hardening
of the brain.
Mr. Kithy imegase he has great
wealth and Shea he ha twiddled &stook
ampany whlob Is Ming to build s
mammoth hotel In Emaleille. ?bled
ally he mod as villa *tele
00V. "BOB" TAY.OR {AMINO.
His New Lector*. "Seatlatent" i%III Is
heard March I.
---
"Oev. Bob" Taylor of Tennessee.
Will deliver his new lemur, entitled.
"Sentiment," at :Holland's opera house
March S.
The lecture affords every opportunity
for the wit and Imagery which bay.
made Bob Taylor among the most at-
tractive lecturers on the platform. Be
is • versatile and charming speaker and
the new lecture is said to be his best.
ALLEN FOR 00VEMOR.
The Adergastfleld Madam Will Be a
Streag Csodidate,
The Morgaofield Bin says:
The other evening (mite a crowd of
traveling men had gathered in the °alai*
tol hotel Ale, and after awhile, as will
sometimes emu' audit such otroernistan-
oes, you know, the sn, j et of 10 11105
Diff-reas politinians wereCame up
die011•11 d. You (veld tell III in tbe ron•
warmed, that these drum ners haft been
all over tbe state and were pretty f.niii.
far with the pollticalsentime. rt.r u h
tic the diff•trent eeesions FInally the
oou•ersatiou drift d to the approaohlon
sea t.01•1 °cutest cud from tba. to the
u. ii gub ruaturial rive. Al this point
• b 0, flue-looking gentl-hiso ep ap
111:1•Islaliel:le11 you this section of the 'tit*
has • swami candidate for the guberna-
torial nomination in the person of Con-
gressman H D. Allen. Allen's
strength is spreading rapidly all over
Kentucky
He then 'continued to discuss Mr. Al-
len's chanties for the nomination at
sloth length Aid seemed to be of the
opinion that if the Allen sentiment con-
tinued to spread as it Is no, doing he





None Is On The Ken
Side--No Quar-
antine.
Six or eight asses of ornallpou have
been discovered on . the Tennes-
see side of Guthrie. There are no oases
on the Kentucky side. The oases are
all memos.
A health caber from Olsekseille has
esemieed len the oases, bet whet will
be diae sons can tell, as the Tamen
ealhorilier did not do aeythial when
emellpez was oplJemie before. ;
The Guthrie city council says it Would
take 1,000 men to quarantine the stem
line. There is one bad ease at Dr. W.
L. Merriwetber's, near Guthrie. and is
too ill Se be taken to the pier bouse.
The old Baptist church is located near
the state line and the members infused
to hold onion Sunday. Bervieill were
held in the new opere house. I
There are no oases in Guthrie, and a
sharp lookout is being kept
No.feer or excitement exists, although
the Tennemee negroes can COnie and go
as they plea..
FOUND STRYCHNINE
MIXED WITH FO D.
Unknown Enemy Made An Effort To Poison
Mg. T. L Morrow's Family.
NO CLUE DISCOVERED.
Most Mysterious Affair in
Years.--Facts in
the Case.
• diabolical attempt was made
day by an unknown pavan so
the Wally of Mr. T. L Morrow, one of
the best known and most popular young
men in Christian county, by putting
pekoe in their food. The effort was a
new incident in the series of malignant
aces directed against Mr. Morrow.
STNYCNIUNIE USES.
While all but one of the men- bets of
the family were away from home, and
when no One was in the lower I art of
the house, some enemy stirred stryoh.
niacin a bowl of custard, shirk had
been left on the porch to cool, sprinkled
the deadly powder thoroughly over •
dish of ham acd plaoed a considerable
quantity in a pogof oafs* and among
the grains in the coffee mill.
The fiend and would-be-murderer was
ho was familiarevidently some one
with the premises.
AWAY RISK NOME.
The poison was placed some time be-
tween 10.80 and 11 o'clock. Mrs. T J.
Morrow and her daughter, Mrs. Will
Croft, had come to church. Mr Morrow
had gone to an extreme pert of the farm
and his wife and child were in tbe oily
with Mrs. 0 W. lieradcn. The only
person about the house was Mr. Croft,
who was in an upstairs room reading.
There were no servants on the place.
It is likely that the poisoner concision
himself in some of the oetbuildiegs ALS
til he saw that the coast was clear.
TASTED BITTER.
On returning lame from church, i/trs
Croft slopped at the bowl of custard
and tasted • few drops of it
The bitterns* oils aroused her sus-
sun. platens, especially when she anion
murder white particles on the "edam
A farther investigation rsvesjud the
foot that all the iced in the hi
under look and key had been
The oontenta of the coffee rik Were
thrown Out doors.
INES IN CONYULTIONS.
Kr. Morrow's dog lucked up the fluid
and in leas than an hour died la era-
sion s.
Severel months ago a val,aabli horse
belonging to Mr. Morrow was killed by
poison, and a few ruglits since earns one
entered his poultry yard and wrung the
necks of a number of his finest game
chick e is
Mr. Morrow and his family arersatly
alarmed over She the affair. • says
he does not know of an enemy he has
In the world, and Is utterly unable to
understand why boor his family should
be made the victim of any one's evil in
tentions.
CESTAINLY STRYCHNINE
Dr. A. E. Bentley 10 whom porti0Zis
of the poleOned food were submitt.41,
staled to a Nsw Ella man that he found
unmistakable traces of stryohniee and
Shat there was enough of 11 is the
custard and coffee to have killed the
entire ',may.
Sore Hands
Red Rough Hands Itching
Burning Palms and Painful
Finger Ends
ONE NIGHT TREATMENT
Soak the hands on retiring in a strong,
lather of CtrrIcuRA SOAP. Dry, and anoint freely with
CITTICUSA, the great skis cure and purest of emollients.
Wear, during the night, old, loose kid gloves, with r red,the
finger ends cut otl and air.holes cut in the palms.
rough. chapped hands, dry, fissured, itching, feverish
palms, with shapeless nails and painful finger ends, this
treatment is simply wonderful.
M illiona of Women UseCuticura Soap
Assisted by CUTICURA OINTWEINT, for preserving, purifying, and beauti-
fying the skin, for cleansing the scalp of crusts. scales and dandruff, mid
the stopping of falling hair. for softeldng. whitening anal soothing re&
rough and sore hands, In the forrn of baths for annoying irritations. in-
flammations and chafings. or too free or offensive perspiration, In the form
of washes for ulcerative weaknesses, and for many sanaUve antiseptic pur-
poses which readily suggest themselves to women, and especially mothers,
and for all the purposes of the toilet, bath, and nursery. No amount of
persuasion can indite* those who have once used them to use any other*.Aspeetaily for preserving end purifying the skin, scalp and hair of Infants
and ehliclree. CUT1CURA 80A1' combines delicate emollient properties de-
rived from CUTICURA. the great akin Cure, with the purest of cleansingIngredients and the most refreshing of flower odors. No other seeewated
seep ever compounded Is to be compared with It for preserving. Purifying
an/ beautifying the skin, scalp, hair and hands. No other foreign or come,-
tie toilet soap, however expensive. Is to be compared with it for all the




neesisting of CITTICURA SOAP ). to elsanall M. skin ag cruets and scales and
raandalaTEsTrsatiatlibabyt.reeplineetryheawonskrIL•r. lift,
. 0.4"end .)CTS' 71CURIllaitar IRYCI104naLVEHNehT-
tatedbiGiabeeniusAuegN2Lin11.  smele; ILsnoltabrooltrheimomielit lovelies lemetn.;netti.tont uceorisel eagingelitoar i
of helt whoa ell else Calla Sold thresgasst the 1404.
FIRED ON
JAILER.
W. T. Williamson Has Ex-
citing Experience.




01.10 BMWS. Seleeed, escaped from
j 611 lass night bhp, trying to kill Mr'
W. T. Williamson the jailer. He was
one of the most de-perate prisoners who
have been oot.fined here in year..
NEAND A NOISE.
Shortly after midnight, Mr. William.
in was awakened by hearing some of
the misonets sboutiag and pounding on
the doors of the oel s fie had been
0Onsideranly annoyed earlier in she
evening by their actions when they had
been extremely noisy. Several of the
men had been behaving badly for two
tr three days, throwing buckets of
water on one another, tearing up the
beds and trying to set fire to the j
Withous taking time to fully dress
Mr Williamson hastened to ascertain
the 0•0110 of the diourbemos. When
the prisoners heard him approaching the
noise creased. He opened the door of the
condor an i slipped Inside.
SNOT AT NuN
As be strut* i• n mob, Brown who
was standing Oily a few feet away fired
on him and 'ha banes whizzed by the
jailer', head.
rile negro sprang through the door and
Mr. Wulluamse n followed In close pur-
suit. He had nearly overtaken Brown
when the murderous black turned and
again shot at him, but again the ball
sped harmlessly by. • moment later
the negro had disappeared in the darli-
ngs& UM fere are men:thing for Btown
today, and Mr. Williamson has dieted
a reward of $01 for his (*piers.
Brown had lied the 10011 uff the door
of his osil, His was supplied Saudi,
with two Old 11111 the petal by his wife
wbu had bees ,pgrosistit so see his
F.ier Ober Begins, all being bold to
• weals Goers oo WOO* charges oettopied
the cell with him. None of them at-
• tempted so escape.
SERIOUS CHASSE,.
Brown is the negro who had a mid-
night duel ab nu two months ago with
toll gate keeper Smith who e MI- he
who trying to rob, He was cdpiursd a
few weeks since in Tennesebe.
MR. BARR'S NARROW ESCAPE,
Hopkiseville Ms. Came Near lirowslog
lird Elver.
•
• special from Clarksville says:
Mr. Barr, a hones trader from Hop-
Ky..I * a narrow escape
fr on drowning Sate/day night while
crossing Red River at Port Royal just
above the ford, Th. river at this place
Is very deep and tae current very swift.
Seeing his danger Mr. Wiry jumped
from the horse when be had gone but •
few yards sod so reached the bank In
safety. The horse was mop% down the
river scout fifty yards h-fore 15 suooese •
ed In reaching the bank
WNCHESTEFACTORY LOmo siemuN
"Lawlor," SOW "itaipsaier"
balm epee Wrests even, theao others sad yeas grin me the best shells awl we/ en





difiefwe cured by TACK-A-POO-SBA
345942 oases In 17 yoars
The Mews Is the aelismi same ef a
aid Mina. • ressodywis kicalapetwi
the well* pretessise
es Ike sag pommels. to=
Oak sant intews le
Isawassi Mall OW OMA/11111. Plum
deism end weermi isr
Owegurrewiset
NOME TEMATICWWT Og..














WITH J. L. TOBIN.
Mr. Joseph 0. Buckner has steMited
a prleition a. sale..man with J. L. Tobin.
Mr. Buckner has many fri.nAs and will









I 411314ANT BED CANVASSii" r
rnialitEris
F;rTHREE DAYS ONLYfxt Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
February 25th 26th and 27th.
24,000 Yards At These Low Prices:
lk 5000 Yards, Worth 2c
2c 6700 Yards, Worth 21c
212c 7350 Yards, Worth 3c
3lc 4950 Yards, Worth 4c
Don't put off buying, you need it new and can




We have purchased the J. H. Dagg Planing
Mill and Building Plant and
Resp-ctfullY
SOLICIT EN BUSINESS I
xrt)ti a 1-1(11-.
On Building Materials of All Kinds or to
The very best work and prompt service guaranteed.
ta DM Pining Mill & BONN
MEIONONala13301331313
(Incorporated)




















it; that it makes
the bread and
biscuit. more delicious and whole-
some--always the finest that can
be baked.
It is economy and every way
better to use the Royal, whose










Then are many imitation baking
powders. mode from alum. They ,
way cost less per pound. but
dole we Is at the cost of health







%Any Is Asa Wiliam/ay, Ms bogie-
Wag of Lett At Ones Ilphoopal
ohaosh, .asevias ware beld this more.
log M 10 :SO. osedassed by Rev. R. S.
OarOse. the maser
darlegsbeporied will be billd
of Glean team* so follow.:
Tuesday% Evening Pram, at 4 o'olook
p.m.
Wednesdays. Evening Prayer ased
lesenore. as 4p. as.
PhonSolo.Mofy Osmanusies, M 11
IpNert. 'nein Prayer sad LeMen.m.
NO mass wore hold to day Sill.
Peal kW Ile Paars Mimi, as Fatisee
1111 to ta
. MoOlooky, is whose dieters is
alb 011.1111811118 Oates& demob, he. le
SIMd es. aosides Lentos Iegalattfts
1•411111k west deco of Leas, from
AIbW.SuSuyto Wean Saadi*, see
Ow dope of posers. at oso meal. wish
00 Women of meditate sellsges In
$19•06118-
. • leo ohowell ammo, Moos Oho Ali
✓IM of hoist( (bet Mgt abesisome
bins tomb mak mops is mess of sick-
est.) Iho loam show wbo meter attain
bIlle MOM asserth. these whose duster
11111and• Ishodows sr ezhaustive Mame-
111.1.1111111m is savisaaas oe meta( Us-
1Mdis add obese was aro sohobiott by
elthelPo
"The lallewhog dlopenealleas an
sasitesi ter this dismiss IS assimeity
Of ihe lb* Ow
milkes-Tho ass at &eh soak as aka
eff sup. Is assaaSsOsit of - every sal..w 
Ilamilayo of Leos end MI Obe prlesipal
Owlis Mondays. Tweadays. Thansdays
and Ilaseedsm in* dos enesgaism of
Smedme to Ember week and May Eat-
110Sap.
alSuasoi-Oaseseao olsoallow the.'.
• salls. Weer. WA. sea.. as oho Ivan-
*, ollteitow, ma also as oho principal
mat es Oho dike as whisk she on of
lkoli ono is Itiebidelso.
albhd-Tho goatee of food elbowed
a sallesien is due disuse to broad,
ammo salads. vernabiso sod amid IA.
..loorsii-A small pine of bend.
welt asap of se Lee, tea or obecobste.
an. be token is the morning.
"MI -Warn it is on convenient
he Mks Ohs prissiest wee as aka. is is
boreals. mews Me min &ad sake Col-
leges in dm mamma and Maser is the
miesing.
*Slareh-Lirlyptars aid lard may be
seed is she peparasses se no Medi of
Sped wide& see pertained.
ollevesdb-Cts dmaday thereto maths,
hweloo as obaskiensa. hal SA cosaos be
roe with 1114 same IN she same meal
of any Stroday dodos Sao&
"Ithabets-Thoso who me eassepa hem
OW peter et fussing sr passe& of
gosh ems as *very meal feriae the day
Orbilla by Missial laded flesh mese k
pooadlied as she petarIpai meal.
0•11be Ono fog Melds( sbe EaMer
pomp%of untaineses in She dimness
sane& from she test liseday is Lest
to Thaw, Sudsy. iastasive.
"Sy rinse of the laden granted to as
by OW &Ay Ike. MAK* ii. i$5, we per-
leis all waolliwo me and shear families
libo awe of flesh am* owe o deo ow all
asel dole sod abssiosemie days sarkigh-
ose She yew, wish dm ezneption Os To-
&ire. Lab Wednesday, she Wedowee:1aq
end Sesioriey of Holy Week sodas eve
Mt Obristemse. .
"Thom who an neap from the obit.
s. OI fastitag airs tree as sake mess
Men than sees oa Olie days aseeintesd
,Ittiesto wbi end tbenseetves
Weak me aft allowed to us .,mass
pad Sob M abs smut meal. and they ere
essisorato tiruseloil te paeans wino eoh.
se ma of msreseleatimi. 'soh as abed-
mese trim inse aka** liosoes.".
Glib lb Ciaraoes Wild Gook URI-
mole our.. rimmosaosiosa sad neerafgla.










Mr. Welke Kelly hes rettwaild floss
• vt*II to Ms seas MeOlars sal !WINO
55 Dallas. Tea.
Miss Bessie Lobar& to video, Mrs.
T. E. Hasoock is Clarksville.
Miss Ross Ooz has retuned te her
hems as Orsesy after a week's visit to
Mae Jule Craven.
Kiss Isabel Kepis* of Mt. Vent's,
bid., is vestals, Mimeos Batty and
lisgelne Da Josap's Ave....
Mr. sad Mrs Joins L Ildasandsm,
an roots to ()enteral& are the games of
Mrs. Mary ILinaldson oo Jesup's
Atoms for a few days.
alt. T. L Gant left lam ntglit for fit
Lents Se boy a large stook of careen
and rev, apholeteri-s and Ian canals'
Ise J. IL Anilines & 0o.
Prom Wattmeters daily.
MR. JaMeit it. Gross is la
Mrs. Lops Boolean sad Mind, o
Tadtleah. are 'Wag rebates. is She
easy.
Mrs. It L Ward is visiting her pa-
rson, Mr. sad Mrs. J. M. Jarrell, in
taste/vide.
Mrs. R. E. Leigh sad daughter, Miss
Mays* Ledgb, lays returned erns a
• as relatives i's Eli tea.
Mrs I M. Oarsey is visiting Meads
Sn Neehrille.
Kiss Z IpebWalker, of Pedant), I.
Use guess ot its. and Mrs. E. P. Tease,
us Janata Avenue.
Mn. IL H Johneou boa returned to
Otorlimuse after • vials to her parents.
ILL sad Mrs. W. H. Flan
Mims El s %both L.ff000, of Madisos-
vide. has smarm' death Keassoky UM-
1St.. WW Comb and datighter. Nell.
se Tultsbossa. Tees.. ere rutting Kr.
and Mis Rob's. (Much.
Kr. and Mrs. Janes Eleptiese Ades*,
also have bees speeding a few days is
IS. °Myosin leave tomorrow for Peke.
doe, T. la They will be mooing& and
osy MIL &seine Barnett, who will webs
her fanny home is Feminine with lire
Atiose. Ms. Barnett hats so We circle
of friends is ibis cisy who &roily regret
beg 0•901111111.
COACEINING LENT.
Ceermipeads Widi The Feety Days Fest
Of The Saviour.
Lest is a period of eiz weeks rending
as amine s dry of me Saviour's data.,
and is set span as a venial reason of
taming. penitenos and prayer. Is I.
Galled Leos bemuse is comes is the
.prias of the year, and the old &zee
word L 'as moons spring. The L-also
*Mega mgr.-spends with the fussy day.
elm& she Soviets: spent fasting In she
The MOOD that she iris day of Leos
is celled Aels Wednesday, is that is Is so
celled from the custom whit* ;prevailed
in the early chinch at sprinkling sakes
ea tbe had. of penitents the Int day of
Las. Then are examples of Ude Ime-
met nasalise* I in she bible is MeMbew
llth chapter and 21st verse.
The Lessen Baotou is oh erred by it •
members of the Anglican and Bataan
Clasbehe oberobse as a special fawn to:
drawing neer to God by ezressedinery
sole of penitence. charity and religious
devotion; by fasting, and abetneace
from poblto p'soes of amasement and
from an thiage that tend to draw efts
away from God
Some objections are urged ageism the
Lost'. fast as a amiss' and sapersd-
done custom and that Oleg st nowhere
• inssaaded his disciples so f am. Obriel
famed and so did his disciple,, as le re-
corded is Matthew 4:1; Lets ;o-o ;
10 :110 And alshoogh Ms did ass sew
mend his followers to dose. Yoe Bugav.
them directions. in MaSeisew 8:11, how
to do.
Tim ransom of Ite toping Lent, so histo-
ry tells an. hes heels °bared by she
eettirea slam the 1 11" reeser7.1tod Prob-
ably ran she v• I) days of be spiesies
SOLID COMPORT in wearing our
Nand Need • shoes. Drop in and Mee ee
tear measure. Yoe can stop those
ragas sod colds this trietir weather if
you will lot as make your shoes
. JETT MORRIS
Ilts&s.wtt Over Ulark•r.
RE 11PS NO LEGS
but Ne Will hie For Office Jost The
Si.,.
William Willingham, a leg'essi young
man, swept,- ix year. old. has an-
nounoed as a oandidete for the Demo•
crane nomination for as,essor of Oeld-
well rating,, al a alrbooee he &se
large timber of Nor me's, be stands a
spiral lid cbanoe of winning.
gei .s.• 4.. J- a.







!BROWN'S WIFE SATISFACTORY CLARKSVILLE
Arrested For Aiding Hint To netnbers Are Co. D
To Esclpe. Officers.
Lady Files Petition In
Bankruptcy-Oth-
er Local News,
011ie Brows, who escaped from jail
Wedassday morning ghee firing twice
as JoUor WU iseason, is esill at large.
Vista Wheeler, a ceioras atnenat.
Maiming t.i he the wife of Brown, has
bow arrested asd Omni in jail, charged
with having le 'Med him the file.
sod Ortel be need la effecutag his eicspe
Tbompeos & Bosnia identified the wo-
man as mu Irbil bought some files Sae-
order, Ilbe *MO several boars 06 the
jail wish Berra Sudsy, whoa A. 'vi-
ew's* puma bira obi took with whit*
le tree lama&
*OMAN BANKRUPT.
Mlles Pad by Mrs. Seems Herod's,
Of Keeisedy.
Mrs. Sum D. Mendes. of Kneed,.
Rooth Okrteliall, has flied a panties in
bealtrapiey. H -r lisbilisles are given at
$1106415, of which $10,8911 16 swarm.
Her soots are plaited as 011,700. Mr.
Has silos is the widow of the Isle Henri
O. Meredni, who was a prominent South
°krises' farmer, sad she Ofeeeee Par
of she liabilities woes Greeted by Mn.




1. O. Welds,.. trustee is thinkrsptey, 
Wodeieday 681d is drag nook of A. P
Hailing. It was parolined by Charism
Harems, of Oorydes, the oeusideration
being $1,900.
M 'KNIGHT -AtEl Z21.
Mr. °serge B. MoKaigtit and Miss
Ada listen., daughter of Mr. John 0.
Mum, the Clardy merchant, were join-
ed in wedlock Wedusesity afternoon at
a &oink as she boss Abe bride. Rev
P P. Weddle*, of the Obriattan church,
officialed.
LADIES ItAIS1 $IN II.
•
The Ladies' Moaameat OomaisIos of
Oblatian messy has sou so Trea.kfort
$11811 for lb. Goebel Melansesil feed.
They taped to end Neagh mon to
asks It POO.
BANKS WILL CLOSE.
Tosenow will be Waablegton's Birth
day, a mensal holiday. The banks
will be dosed.
NEW 010CLItY HOUSE.
Bbadoin & ()anis is the firm name of
a new grocery esiablialusions which will
be ready for boatmen Saturday The
proprielers are Messrs. George Shadotn
sad Ed Ourtfs. both well and favorably
known cdstseas and experienced busi-
ness saes. Their place of botulism will




The isitiation tits in Hopkiorrille
Just a Moment
lodge of she Benevolent and Proseceive
Order of Slits will be considerably In.
°reused as she beginning of the new
tern April 1.
Leet To...May sight was the Sr.' an-
sivereary of the rega'ar raserinr of the
/edge. Tbe lodge was leathered with
thirty-seven olterser members. Vivre
are sow over a hundred active mem-
bers, ex persons eligible to initiation,
and petitions front Demerol applicants
sot acted on
(trout. Jodie Ti. Noun, of Madison-
ville, sod Mr John P. Burnes; were
elected members as the Iasi meeting.
Owing to oonffineing dates, as
oaths with the Elks," an entertainment
ea be given at the opera house for the
basalt of obesity, has been postponed
until • more favorable time.
• onamittee has been appcioted to
arrange the details of a social session
which peenilaell M be ef anassal
551.
Much interns is already being shown
In the mutual elactios of r Ten, and
some warm contests are looked for.
The Hendee-sos tau will bold a et:est
fair this summer.
Gov. Beckham and nearly all of the
prominent stele ofil ewe are E ks. Pres-
teens MeKtoley sad Editor Bryan are
both sombers of the order.
80 and
Not Gray,
"I have used Ayer's Hair
Vigor for a great many years,
and although I am past eighty
years of age, yet I have not a
gray hair in any head."-Gzo.
YELLoT-r, Towson, Md., Aug.
3, 1899.
Ayer's Hair Vigor always
restores color to gray hair.
We know exactly what we are
saying when we use that word
"always."
It makes the hair grow heavy
and long, too, and stops falling
of the hair. Keep it on vour
idressing-table and use t u
directed.
Clus della: • IWO*.
if your druggist c•noot supp
ly you. Dead
as Pas sad we will express • bott
le to you,
all charge. prepaid. he rife mid 
give as
your Dearest repress odes.
J. C. AT= CO.. LOWall, Kass.
11.4fur ow loseemlook .s The 110
Equipment Badly Needed
-16 Recruits For Phil-
ippine .5erv ice.
°mammy D..K. 8. G., is poorly .qa p-
eed New guns ere atesded and siege
are sot enougb uniforms to go around
It "Patel effort" Lave been made to se-
cure proper aucoutreaseets, but with ut
success.
Hearing that it was believed by some
of the members of the company tbsi if
older and more is fioeutial men were of-
!' we, the Mee authorities might be
pnrvailed upon to equip the company as
Is shoidel be, the commissioned clam,
ansounoed at the last regular Midnight
that they were ready so resign. It Wm
requested Mai all who were to favor ot
sew offfsen being selected so step oat id
line. Only Iwo did so.
The ce mpany is beoomIng excellently
drilled and wool. Interest is being luau-
Oersted oy all the members. Thirty-ST.
men were la line Mooday eight I
tee 000mozy equipments can be obtain-
ed, Co. D will he tee crack oompaey ol
the Third regiment.
S. IC Skeekelfeed, the remelting of
Soar for She United Sista army, sot,
Dr. Robe IP. Mobeniel were kept halo
yesserday remising yoeug colorise
nen wbo Wanted 10 enlist
Ilisseen were sooepsed. Is was nem-
SI117 10 iv** 11111,0fill Of She tipple:tesi.
us moans of physical die 'bills,.
Mr Shackelford will remain here Ne-
ill Wit Thareday. B. opens II days last
week at kladlsoeville, where be satiate.
Shiny -Sac mos. He wants both whit.
sod black rectesies for Kral°. in tbe
Pnilippines. The first 'quad of mei
ail be mans to San Frani:Awe Friday in
daturday.
- -
bleat A. 8 Fleming, who is in charg
of the recruiting a Be et Lonisvil.e, h.
received orders to establish !oar mote
recruiting Melons through thestateano
•ecture the greatest poesible number ce
recruits for the regular army.
The iseresse of lb. roes sr army from
66,000 to 100,000 mei to tbe reason tot
ibis *cavity. For several months past
she outaber of men wbn have donned
limits Ems's livery bee boo mach lar-
ger Man ever betties, canape in Moses of
war. In She lass month blest Fleming
ealiefed aboss 446 moral's, and is nos
becomes aeoessary to have new station..
Timm rectrallug °Moe. will be pleciert
0Orbla, Middlesboro, Jacks( n, So,
kora
_THE GREAT PILLSBURY COMING,
Sid Appear Saturday Aflame' Aid
Night le This City.
Mr. H. N. Pillsbury, champion ohms
and checker player of the United States
erUl give a public) exhibition on Satur-
day, she 23rd, as the vacant More room
of toe Ragsdale, Oooper & 0o., build
fag.
The exhibition in the afternoon .11
to simultaneous over the board play
Mr. Pillsbury will engage fifteen or
twenty player" of checkers. The strong
eet players of the oily will be pitten
against him
In the evening Mr Pillsbury, blind-
folded, will *eggs sixteen players at
obese and obeekers, and take a band at
duplicate whist
• camber of geatlemen inter- sled it
these game. have pa traeteed the ex-
penses ocionectel o ith bnotOng Mr.
Pillst any to the city, and is is hope()
that they will be suoouraged by a large
audience to en the wonderful exhibi-
tion.
The afternoon play will begot at II Alo
o'clock and the evening play at 8:0o
o'clock
An admission fee of twenty-five cents
will be charged at the door to defray
-xpenses
All °Mee and checker players of Hop
tin-Till° and 'mints, are invited
tue..t Mr. Pillsbury
Thom* wishing to pay Mr Pillsbury
will please bring their own boards and
Man.
ROMANTIC MARRIAGE,
Norteaville Lady Marries A Mae She had
Never Sees Before.
For a long while Mies Eta Pendley,
of Not to:reins, has been carrying en a
correspondence with a gentleman named
Mr. Free Pince", of Elmo, Minnesota
Though they had never seen each other,
a strong attachment seems to have
sprung up between them thronah the
medium of the mail, sheik' culminated
La their marriage a few days ago Au
appointment was made by which the
levers were to meet as Obioago. Miss
Peodley left less Sunday a week ago for
the terming pleat Mr. Pieces was on
hand and after talking the matter over
their love was fanned into a weenier
S as and securing a nowise a minister
bound them Wreathe, in bYntenini
After the wedelog they lets for the
hams of the bridegroom in Minnesota.
Miss Pendiey's marriage was quite a
surprise so her associates areued Nor-





i e  ti e charminga  i,d,as:d multiel:teol
Mille Millie Peodley, vte Norsonville
postmistress The bride is sold to be a
grata meroflas.t in good cirtucostanow.
-Modisonville Huh let.





The rumor current on she streets that
the body of Lamina Simatt had beet.
Woad was thened in the repos $ 0I the
«wetting party that She grab books hen
cassia souse heavy object. Wtois I
was being lifted to the meta/A it Weis
tom sod repeats i effurt, to again 0MOn
A proved (anis. It was suppnetici to be
am body and toe eff.eeds $o raise is will
Oe repeated. The has worn by the
droWned man was fogad *IVO milts be-
low Trigg's Lending, she epos where
young Omni* Vow drowned lass week.
A reward 0: BM for the receiver, of
ass body his booll offered by Home
Lodge, 1.0 0.F., sod searching wilt*
oats been as work constantly since lb.
*widget.
Wednesday gowning at ten Welsch
leak J. Mimes! and Miss Mary ghat by ,
laughter of Mrs. Panels Sbalby • •
united is as she Methodist
venous(' by Rev. T. U
tagedals. After the osnamay Mr. and
the. Michel le Slot Hopkiasville
tory WUI male a brief vial to Mood.
if sir watch 'bey wUl roars so Clerks.
rine and will make that oily their
SIM bons.
the Moosaomery County Health 0'•
II or, will lake all smallpox patient.
rota Deer Guthrie Co the peolhosai
Jiarkeville. Sass Wool was lakes 5,
be Miklos peetbOuse last Mehl.
• town Damen Doodle Hawkins, whr
was released from the IC kron jail
uousb ago, was Friday discovered it
ir. livery "table at Gagne
4115 e case of the soislustx, and wa
skin imasedkitaly to the Elkton pert.
.001143
A. J Oasey has accepted a pceition
with the Toms Jou-nal as Olarkraille
tr. Oacey is a well known newspaper
tian formerly of Owensboro and Nash-
ville bet lately connected with the
freebie at Guthrie, Ky. Be will as
.ies Mr. J. B. Wilton In the general
taenagemeal of the paper.
nut 00011 home of Mon Strom fry
whieb takes the place of She one de-
•troyed by Ire lael spring, is now near.
rig 'completion, and will roots be trio,
tor 0000pent7. The boildlog will le
the bandsomest cost those. in Ti nes.
*so. An electric clock is one of the nes
features.
A Fireman's Close Call.
slack to my engine although every
j dot ached and every nerve was raokeo
club peso," writes 0. W. Bellamy,
locomotive fireman, of Burlington, Is
'I was weak and psi. with° it any ap-
trent* and ail run Cows. As I was anon'
le rye up I got a bottle of IC tenet 3 Bit-
ters aod, after MAL* it, I reit as well
is I ever did in my life." Weak, sickly
ran down people aloes' gain new 111-
-rreoirth and vigor from their es.
fry Shenk. Satisfaction guaranteed by
Anderson & Fowler, J. 0. Oook,
L Bodo and 0. ii. Wyly draggles.
Price 50o,
SENT TO THE ASYLUM.
- --
Arthur Fitzgerald an 16 year-old
colored boy wl s tried in she circuit
.rourt at Paducah fuesday for lunacy
file jury attjudged him ins nt and or




Nat Heroes. of this county, whom ev-
-rybrdy knows and likes, has beeMap-
pointed an •tteodeat at the Hepkieteste.
a yam, and has already entsr-d upon
the di charge of Modesties Nat el mites
Int of she right sort of material and
MK* can be no qe. Eton tbst he will
if v. 01- moo re-"o' sari-faction In the




Of teating Uncle Sam's
Money:
Proposition Foie' idis_,1
Free Turnpikes. Indictment Against Mrs. in Dress ratPotto.-- Some Other
Kentucky (latters.
d Issue Determine('
On By vote Of
5 to 3
a i •;,.. •• se.slon of (heal enure
yesterday afternoon to consider the is
using of bonds to purchase, build mid
maintain turnpike reeds free of toll to
She traveliog public, the propositind
”Ars you In favor of fete turnpikes?'
was curried unanimously.
The vete on proposition, "Are you in












00ert then sejouret d Until 10 0.1 look
ibis massing.
Ths gems earnings of she Nines Oen.
ral for January wees$188,891 in ezeillp
if those of January, 1900.
- -
As a result of the combinations be-
wean the radrearis lost and west 1t iv
iltely that many shomandemp'oyes wilt
be les out daring the next year As the
railroads are in a ambits is will not be
tem 'eery to employ traveling hereto
mod paseenger "genie nor to t eve fast
T Ight line repreeeniatiVe4. Mane
trains will b• taken cif and the railroall
.ombtoto expects to save $100,00),000
ear by the new IDOVeltient.
--
The comparative statement of II,
arm earnings of the L & N forth
econd week of Febreery, issued bp
Jonstollor Q tartlet, shows a total of
0116.010, so 'Lamm of $49 $ol, cow
Aired with tbe oorrespooding week of
I is. year. Fir the Iwo weeks of Fibre
d'y the inOresse Is $68,190, and since
July 1, She begionica of tee anal yen,
64114,5911
Tho BUM' Chinosl bao laid oaI a ash
town about twenty-five miles otit tuft
..:hioago. It will be called Llossmoor
.nd an tffo: t will be made to make it
one of the pestle t anborbs of Chicago
Assignee's
Sale!
I will sell at public auction
to the highest bidder at 11
o'clock a. m. on
Saturday, March 2d, 1901
at the corner of Main and 8th
'greets, in Hopkinsvilie, Ky.
the stock of groceries,queens-
ware, woodenware, etc., and
fixiun-s as a whole, .one
horse, one wagon and har-
ness, and one lot of accounts
due to E. B. Clark. Thita
par rty is the property of
E. 13 Clark which was as-
signed to me for the benefit
of her cr choirs oil the 12th
day of February 1901
Ternis cash
John M. R.-n-h4vr,







Furs, Etc., Etc., Eic.
Night Was Her Terror. ,
ww,e, Mrs. Until. Applerrate, of AI x- their original. The opportunity is 
yours it you..I ..,..d 00.0, nearly all eight none,-
an Iris, bid . "anti C 'old hardly fret spy
sleep. I had . o Isamotion .0 b .1 VALI 
would save money. No other house is offering
0 I ...A.4 a block I e .0 d Mulch
frightfully and spit b a d, t00% settee ell 1 
ynu such values. We do not advertise catchy
1 other medietues failed, tire,' ji bortIts or ake sales. We back up what we E ay by
of Dr King'. Nee D seevery wholly





eared me silo I gglip.a eft pop ids."
absolutely guaranteed to cure Onogbo,
Colds, L t Grippe. Bronchitis and all
Toros. and Lug freebies; price 
home. 50 at d $1. Trial wet tea free' at
cRichardsAnions°. & J. 0 ("notes LL. atette., 0.1E. Wyly's drug *Sores.
Will continue during the ENTIRE WEEK.
On many of the above lines we are offering
Prices One-Halt
For RePt.
I Fur She year ot 1110', two eids store
trouts I OD Virginia street ones weer
i mew ARV as Jabs Tog*
cold facts. Why not come first and get the
choicest bargains?
I Special to Now Sraj
jurf in Federal mart Pint-
twister John Bailey, of parts, KY.,
polity of enibt :sling government fund*





Are Sus' Great Bargiit
os, Skirt Patterns.
Odds and Ends in Silt.
Remnants in WOOLEN DRESS GOODS.
"J as ihdds and Ends in Corsets.
AND MANY OTHER THINGS IN STORE
rirsis.ricB°1"TOLitditt.da., • ti.t4i‘, For Those Who Want to Buy
.rwand7.T4.,3K:i0;:eL).2'07:::. HIGH GRADE GOODS AT LOW PRICES.
Hot 9 for false swearing In her at stonto• c
ny lo her son's stimationsi will contest
oss 
Dr. WhitsItt.
IMPICIIAL TO 1115 111•1
LOUISVILLE. Ky., Feb. 111-Dr. W.
0. Whissits will be eleeted head of toe
Peabody Normal school at Nashville.
POT OF GOLD
AND SKELETON,
elating. K,., Pb ft-While rt•
Mystic' on the farm of Wake Young,..
near town, workmen inearthed a tittle.
son by the side of which was fount, an
earthen jar cootainieg 120 Spanish mill-
ed dollars and a IOM gold sdatise. It can




tar I Reed, aecsiooli4sses lbe L. a N,
is believed o be Ay*, as a resell of
three bullets fled late his body by John
Di, a .iiarbereed neettirin bane,
JOBE&
Blain Street, Ropkinseille Ky
GNG. GPEER,
Stoves, Thiqre, Cistern Pumps,
Cornice. Roofing and Guttering.
Galvanised Tanks, T be, Filters, etc. All
work promptly and well •e and guaranteed
Call and see me or Telepho • -s
Vii ginia St Op Hotel am.
PrFresh Bulk and Paper GARD SEEDS.
Onion Sets.
Frankcrs Right Now I Today I And as Longas They Last! Frankcl's
I *Kt Half
It was a question of how much we would have to carry over to another season. Home 
stores
is; they never carry over a single garment. Of coarse yo2 don't believe them, it isn't 
reasonable.
There is bound to be some stook left at the sod of the 110114011 At present we Utast coition 
Clef sank
is larger thou we care to have it at this lata day.
He guineat tbat we are compelled to carry over to another eaeon means that 
we are pat-
Sing away jt so much money without interest.
We ou1d much prefer tbe money, and in order to make thin sale a Grand 
Eksecass, we are
willirg to take
11.A.or Our Former LOW Price




























Tremendous reduction.? Don't see how we can do ill
We 't, and make money But it's the surest and quickest way oat -if a 
predistment
So row will say they don't believe it. They are the very one* we want. We waat
 to
s rove to theta, people tlut we never exaggerate. The merchandise is here 
aid it will do more to
nominee tins ref the Ira lia n1101 of this tore than all the newspaper talk is l
b. word
Bale s Thursday morniug, FAireary 214-.. and will matinee until 
we have the stook re-




+fr xe OF qr
Knox and Young
Bro.'s Derbys.
T H E new style will please the most
critical of the fastidious dress-
ers. The shapes are not too large nor
too flat, and has that beautiful pencil
roll curve brime always indicative of
a popular seller. We have them in 
black
and the new umbria colors. In small.
medium and full shapes. Knox, $5
.001
Young Bros., $3.00 With the pew WM
we are showing& big line Spring N•4011
..







eell panting tries be
is. beedredtb yet H 
St
oast leave esseereel Cher treekb!
flosetwoi ise Testa.
LEW the, average longevity of Um*games lift. and with kers mental
E
.--eletleo entilagileseet entelles. le
ash larger than the average longed-
et the mowed There are lom-
at Somas& of Ise end memos
tem annewing their rent nke the as-
!Et
AlIt tilt as gessibele se saleh a
lost it the pearl is elt areimad
beer dessoestralet
mt, the gnome's" _ it Germs
"flood AIWA',
How few women know at it k to
bete a good
model deqp. Ohl soy 8e7
:4
night" in theery tootle balliso the
chamber Iketar ekes UMW the tio
mein neat dome it, sod ekes the
lees milaring.
Other women hove hod the bed slights
damaged Us irmd 1 ,11=:.4 psalm
Pierce's Faverite $o usy
M it cams deeome of the
he those is y eer lees-
&Sods awns. It Wilde up
the nervous deems pubs Soh on as
body and dolor enthrealleele
Jiallersaa. WU.
•Terodra • eyes-a it N.
ea, vs.. sat • Gs4. to ease
nemea, health *Oboe
the serest, tbe shoo et as emenisesiota.
01 ens Mina dews in beelds-amildnot week
bat a dee* *bete whboat taseing. Win se
aemene milbsee that I colthl pee eves seta;
bel• very goo •ppetkr I maw 
be 
term=
Pieta eat. a+y caw sweived •
re m=and commenced tabletleri •e=
SIS4 *ad • renew.'
it 'Favorite Perererptios.• ease' *Os= Wada
est Diecower• mid ass vat of • Pelliesa• I ms
sew +Nark itrII a• I resold Were I was eaten
IS*.I 11111.1DT Fleece's medicines die beet Is
Dee world be aids scot anorows wourre•
Doctor Pierre's Pleasant Pellets are
apecially adapted to the use of delicate
women. Easy to take, getale is saes
•
• GOOD .THING.
Homan Illyrep se the medal preterit -
lies it Dr. A. Seethe. a; celebrated
(111•1111111 Plersiass sad Is soksowledg-
se to be aletrof the wit Meissen, ha-
'Merles tat metholae. It it 4,y sum
Oseghs, Odds, sad all Less seeablee of
the severed assure., removing, as lt
desk the nese* ef ;diø wheels. and
Herring psnis in a sereag and lied-
Ills ass an experixtee-
11.11111O
err.
Jap woo ialmalmog ha IltersMod Mama
trek sat Is sow soft fa
MA airtime tosevot roar:
ammi amp. le sew me very wont mem re worm_ , Is ~Os wi
les Tie 'Walk- let *lrOIDAY 
DeWiee's Witch Hass! Salve ere wore!-
~
O. fdastwrtak. 
010•1431, ira 4droof Alin sem sli •kia dlosafte. a. o ust4.
Resent impartment, 'bow,: that all
classes of toed may be completely dl-
Ito Mood the NM of !Make int
o your Moss Aliens Foot-
gaggeholeas ergo,son. leased by a preparetes celled Kodel Ease, a powder for the feet. It three
Sae ease 'Dyspepsia Ore welsh aboolbroo di. the foot s
ad make glebe or New Shoes
yaws me goo, As is is en may feel Easy.
 Owes Cores, Bunions, Swol-
len, Ikaseiing, Mart, Pollees, Sore end
oseabloaMen it all the natural digest- • Sweating Feet. Allen's Fool-Ease n-
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There Ilse out from my text the
meet stalest* of all the feathered ern-
tles-as eagle. *tear Weds hare mere
beauty it plume and MOM sweetness
Of vetete but nose it them has such
pewee sit beak. nosh dale! it /Mot.
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The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
less while before his de-
peened his eightieth milestone.
Gthibuthe was el years it age,
ran with him up and down the hills
fit liawardre. We started 
tor a walk.
but It tot to be a run. An rams toes
legato sed, apla mewed ernellefeeti.
loos. one writes me. "Is not three
sow* sell me the bemire et TIMM
7 theliseld the UM of 
rieego
eight, which tined ee ho apeare by 
melee up from weenie. and wretched
a. elm sinew ossigo. leo a
pe dee nese into bright homes and churches
den• which Wilder other =Mee did 
and pellets and legislative halls and
Ask land week and were easeirlerv4 
wean*, use men have already been
elledeb bee emelt Iliellicem it Ohne and 
in the redeem of Maven.
Iowa toe gro ms emerge it Redone I Whether 
by melt &dept.:leo it chit-
and Minim,, elithidebeedenseatelmelt 
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then aay other steleacc have dose 
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will Am',"
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s that have relied Its Mimeo
that meet seeds rejavesatIon but ted I 
and tatiftaa at mat filtra that ken
tiM aim help bodily villiketlen. Is 
sweptsear its_21"11. "as err* Th.
eider le de WS I advise you le bulb '
 er mold foam life might to he the
is far so postai' all tantalum) *et et
year Rte. The add of that will make
pee tea years younger. Mow many
seed. Cheletion puede who werrr-
tbenteetvee eel assagieg the of•
taint et the universe. They bare oe-
emelt= tee big a job. They see try-
tag So dile too leg sod fiery • team.
They have an the ahem of church and
stale am band, and they trot ablest this
sad bet about the led fret about The
ether Mag. They tear that ebbe will
be divided op meet the nations and
neve will be an ostanelenteet eameng
were sorb as we bave serer beard of.
They Peer that Edward VII will sot be
as wise a king as his timelier was a
queen. Tbey emanated at the emu-
melees. setkanal Seat They fear soci-
ety In geerg to pieces by moos of Im-
morentles. They apprehend that Amer-
ica we be overcrowded with (*fetes-
ea ?bey ale the newspeper" are w-
angle Meths! Ole 'misery es plot to
be Me* ilemoralised. They in all
tilee elpplisheive et Mete alld te-
ll/MIN Shit thisMition arid It
I. WNW ID WOW WHIM de-
MOSPil reiromirem Witt gait HI. the
MOM MOIL mad la.
WWII Ito, aro 1•1111111. IN eagle
HIM WNW* Is lie NM of ONO Hod
tollt pia se Ms awl, ismatrag abovl
lb, mass of tbe meatiest/al molt
So Issullesso of Me /AWL IN Inas,
INN lot vellum the mob of the
moltioamoss et ta• *lbw
ems Wade that teepees tblsget
It wield bo • maillog peeress dor that
eagle weds would never close. and It
would ettly get thinner sod more
&easy and eas able to gain food for
Its young and less able to enjoy a Land-
es.* ele It posers seder • 20 adie
Eight es a summer morning under the
blue been&
de sot advise you to be indifferent
to these greet Quenon., that pertain to
dumb and state and satiate but not
In test about thee Sense that It is
not Oa thereby east bee ebarge of af-
fairs in this worid, but a Mete rovers-
meet. At the bead of this universe is
a Klee wens eye is omniscient* mod
wine ono to ownotpotenee sad whom
heart le !elate love. Hie seventeens
is sot going to be a failure. He eanuot
be teseested. Better trust Win la the
isemeersernt of title world and of all
entries. AU you and I have to do Is to
accomplish the wort that is pet In mar
Mode The le all we Wive to be re-
sponalbto for. Is well managed or-
diming Plialrwre epos 
stringed sad
wind Isetrisswiets do not wallet, each
other. The cornetist doss not look to
me bow the violinist Is drawing the
bow over the strings. nor does the Sate
serwthatze tbe drum. They eV watch
the bates of the leder. Lad we are
MI miming our pare however Metcalf-
e may be, ta the great bartneey
if this world and of the universe weds
our Lord Is leading. and we all have to
watch hie command and do our best
and sot bother ourselves about the suc-
cess or failure of other performers. It
yes want to resew year youth. better
stop managing the affairs of the nue
ere.
beet pert of It. 61 in arrival is Istrt
eight to be bilInder than **Whitten
ft la better to have the eyelemen behind
you than before you. Some see will
as,, efftvki might renew his youth,
but! beet been through so much there
I. no steel thing for no as revIvides-
bon." You are wrong. You bay* not
110Dr through as much all David went
through. He had all the experiences
of shepherd boy, armor bearer, king's
boelireard, bunter of wild beasts, war-
rior and monarch. He was 40 years
on a rocking throne. He TellA Me ori-
ental byre In many a home made
moral mistakes enough to destroy him,
prostrated a giant with one 'stroke,
was the father of Hebrew poetry sad
wrote poems which all the subsequeot
centuries have been chanting, drama-
tised dementia to escape asseashmtion,
run against Abithopbees betrayal and
&mars jambe; and Absalom's Maur-
recten and made Jerusalem the re-
titian capital ot the world. If Sher
▪ that be mead resew his youth. you
ought to be able to do the Mine.
Chest Pee the Are&
Agate. I feelerb! Odle eel of OH
1111 kr the rejlleigneeffetin
WEN a Ika *GM be too taw
who It 1111 world lad Ito 'Am AM
gotta and lhaltarima of At ago, Ms
balt4ag pit of the ritoltill VI Hams
Mot eaeliseged far wing of written&
velselty, the dimmed video of Veen-
Mit elide nerve escheated for a age
tbat take all heaven at a glance, the
mental damossiou that comes from
sense et decay exchanged fur the ex-
bliaration of faculties lustrous slid
ever etessetbening. sad reminIseence
exchanged fur flowing anticipation?
How cheery for the aged who love and
trust the Lord to think that their Last
rears of taking otf and decrepitude
are the molting seem referred to In
the text! Shedding of all weaknesses,
'shedding of all unholy ambitions, sb.41-
ding of all dislikes. shedding of all
hindrances. If the eagle knew that
all, that annual pulling down aud Me-
use oft and sees-emu were prepare-
doe for new wings, It would not tilt
inePing In Its set. But you, 0 son
and daughter of God, ought to be wee
enough to know that all this peewee
you are going through is to prepare
you for wines-subaltation of beaven-
ly speed and power for earthly lethar-
gy acid falfertng. David felt the need
of wings when be cried out, "Oh. that I
had the winos of a dove, that I might
Sy away and beat rear
My teat suggests that heaven is an
eternal youth. A cycle of years will
not leave any mark upon the immortal
nature. Eternity wUl not work upon
the soul In leaven any change unless It
be more radiance and more wisdom
and more rapture. • rolling on from
leery to glory', In anticipates et that
some of the happiest people on earth
are aged Christians. The mightiest tes
Wellies have been gives by tbe veter-
ans In the gospel may. Wells some
of the aged have allowed themselves to
become sootese and conical and imps-
neat with youth and pessimete about
the world and have become pa
Tee neelean/1 
eans/
witb the spirit of scold and fault Ind-oteeee.
Mytholoey tells se that Jaen begged 
tag and are tearful of being crowded
Medea, the goddess, to take some of 
out of their sphere many of the aged
the „ere of his and 
wee teem to have bees glad to step aside that others
Ma father. She pennies/ that without : 
may have a chance and are hopeful
abbreviating the son's life the would 
about the world. epeeist its rodents
whom his sitter.,life. ge
e agog tee tion Instead of IN demolttioa, and 
they
Pedro° with herbs and the blood of are tnaldratiun and "'
fort and help"
beasts sad birds and then stirred the ;
I totems to thebousebold and to the
caldron arse put some f the 
jukes neighborhood and to the church. T
be




said that his bah! termed from white to 
coulee down the road. He smile his
black the shriveled Mobil roubded Intel ge°eds• 
his meaner' his 
whole Itfa'
robust moth. and the roovet
ettoe man make (be world think better of tell
-
felt as be did at lo years of age. An /I"'
that is a poetic myth. Hot a brig-Me
w I Noah Webster, the greatest of kit
-
ed religions hope and a strengtbened 
eograpbers. departing this life at 813
&fib In God's providence Dave rejuve
- , !ewe of ale. exclaimed: "I 
know
noted water a man in disposition and 
whom I have believed and am peeved-
stoefejoess and renewed his youth in
fo ed that be is able to thee that which I
the mows on db. men". ft .41 have 
committed to him against that
ascot teee worriment to becoming to day." Tbe 
venerate* Daniel Webster,
His country a stadest disease, and it 
the greatest of American lawyers and
has bees Pelted -Amerirenitio.- 
statesmen, In his let boars said: '1
iessoreer mode of fejs,,,,,,,,,,mee to 
bad intended to prepare a work for tbe
meet) ef the the ammelating with gee" to gear my 
testimony to Christi"
gorse yousorr than yourself rather salty,
 but it Is now too late. KIM I
Than With those who are es old
 dd.1 would like to bear lathes to the IOW
et. If zeo have no children  of spur Del 
before I es." Being too weak to
blefitell_etET eettereelltelellat
bold a pea he fetes@ to earth* his
words of triumphant faith.
1 et-Ingrate:etc an aged Christians
Gist the maim, season will MOD be
over, and jou e el mount higher than
 .
ramie ever wk.:tided. 1Vliat a good
thing that you am wen to got 
lid of
winteee cold and suuamees heat and
drenching ran and hovering 
coeds
and live In superbest climate 
of the
urniverse, reliable it be lads em
end
made over as to 111111011pbMW 
and con-
tour or in some star leach 
stIghty tele-
scope balls Amin lbw obser
ellitery or In
some center around which 
al worlds
wheel. It Is all ready and ha
s been
ready, at near t=it:,%
01,itlnee
1,871 years ago, when 
Woe arytto "1 re to prepa
re a
fee' you:' What a good
 thing
of the world's vi
ciasitodes have
Do aurprewe except
 thellbilt am ex-
bflarant. ma when Milted may ring a
new 'lint° or Chryeostom may
 speak
with a new eloquence it Handel may
"eivnurippooedherareathsemen7DIMMII71111""ortetaimeineisserhe WM' totssigkI 414noa7
Whither good thing W. all ye aged
Chrtallans, that you can noon get rid a
dgited ear and eight that negative
along eyeglasses and infirmities which
make you botd on to the banister, tee-
ing you pasting at the head of the
Olathe aid enter lend of eternal
Weak. *byre the and rubicund cheek
of robwit life ea eertb would he enemies
Sten comported with Dm vier at the
IIIIMerlide, WINO gond thing to ant
towed being misunderstood and Mem.
MI for what TM twod not help and
picked al by bawl world and then
pass into a heavenly meet, where ell
think well of each other and friend-
shire am 'Orel depreciation and
slander and backbiting unknown, for
the gate of heaven ores shut against
them in the theta-meet "Without are
dogs." What a good thing to have set.
teeing and glorious explanation of
things that puzzled you 20 or 40 or SO
years, to have the interrogation point
abolished and all mystery solved and
(Nod's government andieseme and you
will see why be allowed sin and sorrow
to come into the weld, and why th
e
bad were permitted to live se long and
fbe rood were eft off to the nine of
their greatest usefulness and why so
many of the consecrated find life a
struggle, while many of the infamous
ride prosperously. prince, afoot and
beggars teentelock, and the let be-
et question shall have been answered.
Meson In bls history says that Mee
hammed had a dream in which be
theme thee mousted on the horse
Borth. be ascended the seven heavens
slut approached within two bow shots
of the throes and felt a cold that ;knee
ad hen to tbe heart what bis shoulder
was tuuebed by the band of (Nee Test
might do for Mobeenatted's heaves but
not for a ehriatian beam. No cold
hand pat else year shoulder theme no
cold hand of repulse or doubt, but the
warm band of welcome, the warm
band et malady monomial, tbe memo
hand uf God.
teeth Resewed.
I congratulate all Christians who am
In the eventide. Good cheer to all of
you. Your beet days are yet to otenei
You are yet to bear the best song*, see
the grandest sights, take the most de-
lightful journeys, Amin the most ele-
vating
yearsattrnzined"portiPs'youanwdillabefternoln0ea,"r-
er the hun rapture than when you
were thrilled with the drat
In heaven you will have what most
please you. Archbishop Leighton's
desire for heaven was • hemeng for
Chest tad purity and love, and be boa
teed there what be wanted. John
Foster rejcdced at the thought of ber-
th, because them be could seedy the
secrets of the universe without re
straint. and be be been regaling him-
self In that research. Southey thought
of been' as a place where he timed
meet IMIth the Merited mid the greet-
Chaucer and Dante and Shakespeare.
He so doubt be fated that Style of
somostiolon That groat and good Dr,
Dirk wee fond at mathematics, and
be said he thought much of the tlise
Is Imam Woad be gives to that
land/. lead 1 have no debt that 
Waal
ammeses be has made advancement
Is that seethes The "twelve manna
of fruits" spoken of in Revelation
means all kinds of enjoyment In heav-
en, for twelve manner of fruits la
eludes all the chief fruits that are
Frown on trees. puppet, there will
be SA many kinds of enjoyment In
Maven tut there will be hibabitants.
You win have In heaven jet arbst
you want LIM you tired? Then heav-
en will be red. Are you pasehmately
fond of sweet sounds? Then It will be
music Are you stirred by pictures?
Tier, tell be all the colors on the new
berme and on the Jasper pea, itod the
walls Imbedded with west speeders
!
Are you fond of great architecture?
There you will !Ind tbe temple of God
miel the Lamb and the uplifted throes.
Are you longing to get back to your
loved ones vrbe have ascended? Ten
It Will be reoolon. Are you a home
bullet Thee it will be boom Heat
aid there is tble world poi 101 lad
Irene sae Who bow Utile *We be was
bora, aid Mow of Mir gomosibms
map hate dwell 111k mar Woo. MI
bioli POO Iwo bad moral Wm-
IA* Mao of oblidbsot, the Mom Mpg
Min Pentsd tat IWO Odle Nen
Hod, Om beats of Moor and moo praa
porous tsars. NM all heroin pet
get her, precious se they are In remem-
brance or front Immeenit ,nienpanry, ewe
not equal Ms boormay bents Is the
house of many mansions. Nu sickness
will ever ertne there, for III. promised
"there abet be no more pate" No part
els at the froot dote, De hue leek at
faces never to be seen again, hut home
eith God, borne with each Other, home
forever. And tbat right after the molt-
ing season. when "thy youth Is renew-
ed like the eagle's."
Dines to howr boo
Ow dews iltaeorplod we
Wino -Wye LW to soar
Lad 'mood delete isosereeers.
tomesteet, um, by Loma Copeck"
The Oldest and Best.
S. S. S. is a combination of roots
and herbs of great curative powers,
and when taken into the circulation
searches out and removes all manner
of poisons from the blood, without
the least shock or harm to the system.
On the contrary, the general health
begins to improve from the first dose,
for S. S. S. is not only • blood purifier,
but an excellent tonie, and strength-
en!! awl /meets up the constitution
while purging the blood of impuri-
ties. S. S. S. cures till diseases of a
blood poison origin, Cancer, Scrofula,
Rheumatism, Chronic Sores and
Ulcers, Eczema, Psoriasis, Salt
Rheum, Herpes and similar troubles,
and is an infallible cure and the only
antidote for that most horrible disease,
Contagious Blood Poison.
A record of nearly fifty years of
successful cures is a ici.-ord to be proud
al. S. S. S. is more popular today
than ever. It numbers its friends by
the thousands. Our medical corns-
rtkistOreyncce:if the medicine. Many write
is larger than ever in the
to thank us for the great good S. S. S.
has done them, while others are seek-
ing advice about their cases. All
letters receive prompt and careful
attention. Our physicians have made
a life-long study of Blood and Skin Dis-
eases, and better understand such cases
than the ordinary practitioner who
Makes a specialty of no one disease.





you is write is ifi7rotnienn have any blood
or skin trouble. We make no charge
whatever for this service_
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aken fly Business
People.
The Loshmills Nesealle Raked
Company has missed the MAHOOD sow
of Hopkeoville better halos wow&
Tele Is news that wet be reeshal with
&light by tbe romerthl.
Mellor Otirm.
The information was received In
Agee MOW and amass Iris ORO Lee
Howell, of Nementies, is a Meese'
beta the leseetal Waal losOopo of She
reed, Vie sommealesetes Mewl I
0, X. 
11111er,,Armiu_rssevilio, lit
Follostiug rodtved Ibis p, a, I
"Os eenindendlos have deeded to
make rate ea mimeo from Oprinogeic
Adwirville, sod all ether temitery dis
cussed with Mr. 00OWO ens !net per
hundred higher than Olarketrille in view
of !Hearses in draftee 10 Clarksville
W. T. WINTIMII, T.,. WHOM!
Winfree & Knight,
Real Iiistate.
Th., wee of the year when people
want to bay real estate Is as hand, ano
we invite those who want to buy or sell
so consuls this column.
We have eacaleut facilthes for cone
dame; the butanes and will advertio
property put into our hands free c;
°barge, and will furnish prospective
customers conveyance to look at prop-
erty without wet to them. Come to sec
Os if you want $o sell, it Mae you noth-
ing if you fail.
175 scree of land with Improvement,.
4 mom from Heekinefille on liateson-
vies road. Obeap, $1/K0
A beautiful home; two story book
restates ; rooms; hall and bath room
wish bath naturea mud all 1100arD Canl•
veuiseoes; everything new and In ex
ellen. repair; beiges piped for Wale'
end pas, and wired for stsoutoily ; soca
oellar, cistern, stable sad all mem
neoessary outbuildings; nos shads Ines.
Chit property will be solo as a bargain
We have the following Florida lands
shag we will ell at low pnoe or ez•
°begs for farming land In ibis sectios
Sal sores In Pasco openly 190 sore in
Paseo ooanty, SOO sere in Hernando
county and 160 aCTIle in Hillsboro coun-
ty One of the above Ines is heavily
timbered with the flume yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make turpes-
tine. For farther description, etc., see
Ds.
One of the moat desirable houses to
the any for boarding house; centrally
located, oonveuieut to business and de-
pots, within one equate of Main St.
Good term of Au sore", 3 mum iron
Bennetutown, Ky. Good house
room., tenant hoes*, good well. lame
meow barn, good frame stable 18160
feet, 40 sores In tins ember, good leve.
'and se a desirable term convenient
schools and churches sad on g000
road.
Nice cottage on owner of Brown and
tiroad streets, 7 rooms, good outbuile-
nes, cetera, etc. Cheep and on re
mashie terms.
Stock of goods, Mote boss. and reel
imam for sale al good towu on L, di X
P. lint-ohm 'eying bestows, ant
waken, good solgebere0od, chunks.
sd elteola convenor's', residence
its, was*, works sod metiers us
envenoms, tea eres of nine 
groweith residence, good Peewee for liellIng
Beldame, 6 rooms, stable, earns.'
louse bed all necessary eantalldIng•
mod astern and orchard. Two aerosol
and so joining South Kentsok y College.
01,500. Will sell this place at low prto
'eel OD easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on wr-
en- of 141/11 and Campbell streets, fronts
ITN, feet on thenpbell street by 188 feet
o alley, house has 8 rooms and all nee
*wary outbuildings, nice 'bade tress,
fine garlen and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
16 acres of ground, house II rooms, g000
eaten, stable, poultry hoses, tlecrialP
muse, milk house, eft., everything 1.1.
mod repair. Complete set of farming
nipiementa go with the plates.
Good farm MS acres, on Nashville
road, 7 miles from Hopkinsalle and 8
miles from Pembroke, good tweetoo
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well, it
,ardo new barns, stables and gralasry
Chas farm will be sold at a low pro>
tad on easy terms
Large sty weary beau sad two Me.
if posed frontlet en Stet Idea an
-Seethe book Si the Ned,'
MN of Mod I miii from tow,
Imo Pfilitidell NM( dasillog, iffli Si
lialleestfile lid NW MI ithildlige
Ole POI 11011
Wed Yeeillebal Ori WHY of IlMs sat
is attooia, !mewl AO losi ea Mani M
410 feet 400# NMI Hi Ma maw
cod oleteeni steble led Itimethry oat.
seeding". Vey salt
The I4ndlsay1' Mill parlay, make
og a burr mill tor grinding both men
.nd wheat, MO reed restdences, tel
cisterns and all necessary otebundlers
and OD sores of land, situated on Little
River, on a line between Christian and
Trigg counties, near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be sold as a ear peke and
on reasonable terms.
86 acres of fine land just outside tal-
es*, ceePalmyre feed. #64 ;MAWS.
I trace of land near Bennotitheen,
about 800 same Will be converted into
9 or 11 treas. Sold on Noy terms.
• nice cottage on 4th tit, four neentll
and kitchen, pcwoh, good ottehowevend
ebNeen, price 1400.
Two good residence kies on Main Se
in Hopkburville, well looted. The on-
ly vacant lots on Well side of Man St.
for sale Ma low price
Element Ice 1011900 ft on Jeep ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large moms, I
porthes, cistern outbuildings, shade
and front tree, Fete CAM.
An elegant Dram of 116 sores of bend,
on good public road, in one of the bee
neighborhoods in South Christian, con-
venient to postofiloe, schools and
churches, in a high state of cultivation,
good dwelling 6 moms and hall, one
hire toteicoo been, good ',table and
owe houses, 9 new cabins, smoke house,
hen house, buggy boom, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp-
berries and strawberries, plenty of wie
kw, very destrabla, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
Some beautiful resat Iola on Walnut
street
400 scree of desirable farming land in
Montgomery cameo Tonne heavily
Withered, 10 miles from Howell, ley.
Prim $6.00 per sore.
Fine farm of Sti15 IMOrtle tn. neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at agree bargain.
155 sane of Lend seer Clairlmvine
pike, 8 miles hrmn Hopklnsvtll.. $40
per sore Very destreab
Very desirable suburban readable,.
house two stales, 8 rooms, new and in
good /epee, about 7 moral of land, test
outside the city tmits on one of the bee
slime
AL meoe reedenoe at Claaby, Hy. LOO
of 10 sores, az room pottage and tivi
room Aloe in yard good servants house,
large good toe home, begs stable and
molars house end. all necessary Out
building'; splendid sheds and fruit
trees, never failing well, good astern;
convenient to depot, school and absinth:
6 miles from .kiopkinaville with good
pike nearly the whole dutence. Splen-
did location for a doctor.
A two story cottage on South Camp-
bell ge. tut 701185% feet,fivo bed rooms,
sitting room, dining room, kitchen, look
room and four peneew. on nest door ;
four bed room.. two lumber mantis and
a sewing  on second 
goose also
splendid dry oellaz 18114 feet with brick
walls sled floor, good cisters,coa 
home,
meet house, kindling house and servant
house TElleaSeeens third cash, tel.
anoe In four equal annual 
payments,
6 per cent interest on deterred 
pop
mane.
An elegant farm of 150 sores 
on Cez
Mal Bead 4 mile from Hopkinind
lle;
will improved, good dwelling, 8 
teams
stables, granary, corn and al/ neett
eelry
out bowies; Ifet dam land le fine 
°au-
dition.
Valuable store room on Main sine
s-
One of she beet business loossises la O
s
Warms • Mow
The action of the road is the result of
renewed •-fforta On the part of the tobact-
oo men to aware equitable rates.
A
A petition recitemming TAW was cir-
culated the WNW part of Jahu try acid,
we Arne/ 200 Only by Sheftbaeco meal
bat by all of the leading merchants of
the 0 tee In addition to thl
r, many
prominent teethes nmen wrote persona
l
wows to the r* IWO of the road urging
the vital linportanoe of menthe would
• Hot:Omen!' On a COOOTWelne WWI
wish other markets in this melon. The
mallen we preeethed by Mr H. le
Cooper, who wont to L eseviUe let that
purpose, and had a lengthy magma*
with the L • N eil5olis a
Per limey year' the Mabee' tam have
spited time and aegis tor relief flea
ditrirlmisetion is /awe, bet bevatotort
all 'twee tower's getting thou reflood
Iwo bees Is eels
Are Messed,
There sanuwasi satisfaction rely
Air (Imbue"' antenneraase. As Sep
Manville is ten miles farther diesel
tome the points intended than Clark.-
yule.the rises to be issued will pat both
cities on an equal toeing, and willoon-
siderably reduce the freight on each
hogshead shipped to Elopkinsville.
A PE tIEUY teeniest Catarrh which
la dryiug and excising to the chsesee
mezebreeeesboted not boned. What is
needed is that which is le tenet sOOth•
on', Inverting and he•ling Such •
ronesely is Else Orions Balm Price 50
cents by dosage's' or it will be mailed
no Sly Brother., 86 Waeroi St . New
York The Balm when placed it-ti) tbe
nostrils spread. over the membrane and
I. &bombed. A °old In She teed
weekly
EIGHTY-THREE YLARS OLD. 1
TS. Oahe Record says:
"Rev A W. Allosebette of Geode,
celebrated his eighoethird birthday yee
lordly. Be is one of She °Ideal and
mei prom:tont Hamlet minister. In
 ith•
eats, and has bap, Is-d nearly five thous
sad perisOns dating his hfelime "
mum II A NAVE?
(losiss's Ruhr Is Pan's
It the days it 'wild aiv mosey In ths
Womolio Ames shovels were esild ei saw
sassy. They we,. as stable as gold; time
pee did see very a east in twenty years.
Tee very mese of Oliver Ames Ales, was
a synonym for eassety. It was surreal all
ere the world
Os the we principle Benson's Peres
ltester to the aides:ma inandard mitered
iontedy. Tansy it is a "good" piaster does
it diseribe N; It is Make yeesime sum;
For every Ammo in whisk as ezteneal peso
idyls avenabhe Seneca's Plotter Is
shiest sea meter it ease
Ihron's Plinser quieldy reneges and
emuit... ether media of treater'it an
either mepsesteley sloe or have no pod
efts witetimir. Cetera wide !mew%
bides? freebie, OMmeembiet. Imo Welk
eta, eat at owe besedied ad soon eared.
alloleals• plosollskeldeg sod Delledestm
frill Wessels 5kseradve la..A asisseis Mors Hee 1,100
sat traggils Moo somammlat=
Pima illa TOMO III Irklok thegebbi
meg love ingileit - i wide, is is
nnagarolve Wei viii She_ &ewes, Nee,
ses1 hi reeeired *Wes etgArst wank
Deere it Islaitules sad amp Imitations,
Fir elle by WI Imam er we lapsns
rileirssiap seas, umber 
ordered ta the
hisses as reap% of See male
Seabee, a a•hissa, Mfg. Ohemiste, ILL
AU. STOCK IS TAKEN.
Work Os Ike Cadiz had Will Betio is
Sixty Days.
Irrom SeiturdayWAIII17•
The remaining $1,800 worth of stock
soothe:n-11).d for at the railroad mee,
meeting held by the demos of Trio"
toasty at Cadis dooday has been Wei
sod article, of incorporation f
proposed railroad will be forwar
he secretary of state.
The work of etenettuation will
slaty days.
ter'
?tote Is WWII, isepor ielasoingisebs
ustrile DeIVIH'e deb Nigel Ws',
he MOW es Its,' Mid Vetleill Pit
or piles It is a eseel,111 esti Stalls,





Mr. N. W. Stanley and Miss Annie
Johnson, prominent young people of the
White Plains neighborhood, were mar-
ried in the porton of the Hotel Lucille as
Madlitonville Wednesday afternoon.
Rev. Birkett officiated. The bride is a
daughter of Kr. Henry Johnson, a well
known Hopkins omaity citizen. Mr.
Stanley is a prosperous farmer.
A powerful engine Bennet be ran
with a weak boiler, and we oases keep
tip the Orem of an active life with a
weelestomach ; neither can we stop the
human engine to make rapiers. If the
stomach cannot digest eDongh food to
keep the body strong, roots a preparation
as Kodol Dyspepsia cure should used It
digests what you eat and it simply can't
help but do yes good. R. 0. Hardwick,
DANGEROUS PLAYTHING.
()youth( Cartridge Expeded its a Child's
Iliad.
Clarence Dandreth, a mewed bay
twelve years old, was playing with a
dynamite cartridge Thursday night at
his home on Fan street. The cartridge
exploded, tearing off three fingers and
the thumb on the child's right hand and
damaging the hoes. The boy walked
nearly a mils from home to a physician's
aloe, where he was ohiorofornied se a
pars of his band amputated.
When threatened by pneumonia 04
any other Mug trouble, prompt relief is
neaemary, Si is in dangerous to delay.
We 110ald sagged that One Minute
Omagh Oars be taken as eon as ladles-
lions of haves( Oaken oebd are notes. It
ourse quickly aid its early use prevent
ensumeems.
The NEW YOitii WORLD.
Twice-a- Week &MOO
Almost a Daily at Priciest
a Weekly.
The presidential campaign Is over
but the world goes on jest the ease
and It is fall of Deere. To learn WO
news, Jess as it is-promptly and tee
parkally-all that you have so do in se
look in the whose of Tim Thrtmea
W tek Edition of The New York World
which comes to the subecriber 156 times
a leer.
The Thrbie-a-Week World's
as • publisher of arse news has
gives it a cirelation wherever the En-
lish language is spoken-and you want
it.
The Thrice-a-Week Woill's regular
subscription price is only $1 00 Pee yeah
We offer this unequaled newspaper and
The Weekly New Era together sae 7eet
ice




mid will. I tout, be eattsfacee
stab ees friends In Hopkinsvies.
"Plow advise them and I will arrange
11. have rates issued at 000e.
e(Signee) A. W. Graham." !Are-Affairs At




O m mend Appelywailon
Of "woof) To .aseeses.
Judge Henry lila ea, oi Howling OftleD,
she State lbspeoeor, has returnee home
after Mapes:eine the Western Kentucky
Asylum for the teem. He we here
two weeks.
Hee Ceedlliee.
"I found she useetution to an steel-
lea' meanies." "old Judge Hines to 
a
1lo I: evr1 11:14suasersall' itfd..'"Dtar. Ala: 'hu'araual oak' I al 
Ole eat we thorough it eteltspeette Tie
wale fur le M1111111•111
0111 1101 ists tioadilestug the aetlsa
"fie walitesion is etinvitiersbly env,
Needed sad She feet Mal law plateau
are soottag is every Ose Oakes matters
wore The moron q saner, ere nut
%she they should be, sued are sow Mass
far beyond thor epee,'
As Appropriation.
. -I snail recomm,ud an appropriation
of from $34.000 to $60,000 to be used Is
She ounstructios ot a building for Deere
I DOOM(' and for equipping she and 0th
er buildings with beating apparatus'
The teepee:nor was accompanied here
by Mr. Slitillado Pailum, of Bowling, an
expert accountant, wee assisted in the
work of going over tat asylum books
Seth tooth-men tiered them-elves a-
I
charmed with huspitaley tete 'tied them
artshale here, and had • prates for Dr
Matormicies (meths Judge Hines ie
on a kar of Inspection of the 
lam
eieemosy•
e to the Ref' rat a at Louie-
le.nvialryinsteutions of the State, and will
go De 
Official Report.
H. says be will be prepared to theme
to the Governor his kneel report of the
condition of the Women Asylum about
She 90th of this month.
- olsom•••
Says He Was Tortured.
"I suffered such pains from erns I
weld hardly walk," Writes H. Robin-
son, Elitleboronith. III "but Buckler
Arnie& Salve efimpietety oared them '
Lots like magic on sprains, bre:ea.-fonts
sae., ace di, bale:bale •leers P-r-
foot Mieler of thin dIsesias and pile-.
LS omits a box. Cure an remised by
Anderson th Fowler, el 0. Cook, L L
Senn and 0 K Wyly.
SEEKS RELIEF.
Mr. Claude R. 01
lion in bankrnptoy.
His list:41Mo' atop
hae riled a p.14
at 1530 113
Cp/o ST• R IA




The Sixth Agricultural Department
he received the annual supply of spring
garden seed for distribution over the
through his ooze
State. Oonamistiene Hall will tend the
seed out to the 
farm ls
respondents in the various counties. He
will, on March 1, issue the first crop re-
port of the year.
GOOD Anew'.
The most miserable beiort In the
'aid are thee 'Orem, from Dysmio-
Ma and Lever Complete. More than
erresty-Sel pie 0010. Of the people Is
the Usind Stales eel afilleed with three
les diseases aid Heil 'entail each As
fisst Momsok, los iiessisso, swots.'
Jesiitonose, Palellelbel of lia Hosts,
04eNClispot, Weittbfireb, (hating Obi
missing Palos as shaPli and
Veneto Milt (Jeerer; Timms Gap pie,
igregoeia lute In HIM 14011111, (11,111Ing
iip of 0.4 after
44, Ii. Oa veer dreegist sell 1100 I Met
lie of Arias, room for fie Two
ONO will reneger von. eeY It. Get
(loon'', Prise Almanac fee sale by
repeats In all eleihsed countries
/". &MIL Met NEW PARIS SHAPES
flier air hOWBUST,STRA1GHT FRONT &LONG MR
STYbES ,0' )2' 440.44 4 45.4 47. rmo.
nit SALE et ALL trANMG tnetelLelt3 
losou...iate Co tool»• ••••1 • aee
This COSTS YOU NOTHING!
The Eclipse Egg Carrier
Provides tlie Safest and Most Convenient M
ode of Trans-
' porting Eggs to the Local Market.
 IA 
It Is Strong and Duro e
With Metal Drop Handles and Patent Folding !Filler and





Every new subscriber to the Alnqua-
NEW Elik who pays One Dollar S.71111ei
mrirtion in advance will be presented with lb.'
EGG CARRIER FREE OF CHARGE
All Old Subscribers can fewer* the Kolip.
• Egg Carrier apes ik
payment of all &mangos and advancing lb. su
bscription ono year. 4
Take advantage of this offer AT ONCE as it ma
y be withdraw"' it
any Mom Call OD Of addres
s,
1Wew IFrtipL C - .
}1091EINSITILLE. KY.,
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Hunter Wood hyper 'Sewn Jt
11UNTEP WOOD & SON
Attorneys-at-Law.
()Moe in Hopper Block, noisier' ore./
Planters Bank.
HOPRINSVILLE. . BON Te OK Y
Dr. Lula E Oldham....
..Osteopaths. .
Orailealso Amor i ihail of 'm.o.
*thy, Kirboville, Mil All ell& Ie 
di..
PS... (bore scot. aid ehteletw) 111411111400o
folly treated wIlhoot the ami of tirltre
or knife Oftener 10th firm Oisy burprie,
Onstieltetioa end asemlnelion lire,
'PP,'.. 11114.
















It is quickly &be, rb-
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pans. It fettle latest discoveredd
Or. Jas. E. Oldham. ant and tonic. /eo 'tither
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at which Arbuckles' &mons
roasted coffee can be sold is made
possible by its enormous sale. It should
not be clamed with the inferior imitations sold at
a cent a pound less than Arbuckles'. It has a
quality greatly superior to these imitations and
makes many more cupfuls to the pound. No othe
r
brm in the world can buy coffee to so good adva
ntage
as the producers of Arbuckles' Coffee. No other coffee
Is cleaned, roasted or blended with such great care and
skill. When you buy Arbuckle.' you get better
quality and greater value than you can get in any
other coffee at anywhere near the same
You also get with each package a
definite part in some useful article.
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